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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores of Value Stream Analysis and Mapping (VSA/M) as applied to Product
Development (PD) efforts. It contains three parts: the background and history of PD VSA/M, a
report of the current PD VSA/M practices within the U.S. aerospace industry, and the proposal of
a general VSA/M method for Product Development activities.
Value Stream Analysis and Mapping is a method used for business process and product
improvement, which originated with the development of the Lean business philosophy. The
VSA/M background section includes a brief history of the method as described in foundational
Lean literature. As with Lean practices in general, the application of VSA/M began in the
manufacturing community, and has seen excellent results. However, the engineering and design
efforts of Product Development provide a unique setting for the use of VSA/M.
The report of current PD VSA/M practices within the U.S. aerospace industry focuses on the
research results taken from site visits to nine major Product Development sites. The VSA/M
tools used at the sites are characterized and ranked in sophistication. The business context
surrounding the use of the tools is also characterized and ranked. The reduction of the research
data and this analysis shows the importance of both tool sophistication and the surrounding
context in the success of a PD VSA/M exercise.
The proposal of a general VSA/M method for Product Development activities includes an outline
for implementation. This outline is supported with a discussion of associated principles and the
application of selected tools. The proposed method follows a pattern of analyzing and mapping
the Current State of a process, and using heuristics to analyze and map an improved Future State.
The tools used to accomplish this analysis and mapping include (1) a high-level Gantt chart or
Ward/LEI map, (2) a detailed-level Process Flow map, and (3) a detailed-level Design Structure
Matrix.
Contact Information: rmillard@alum.mit.edu
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Hugh L. McManus
Principle Research Engineer
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Executive Summary
This thesis explores the concept of Value Stream Analysis and Mapping (VSA/M) as applied to
Product Development (PD) efforts. Its three sections discuss: the background and history of PD
VSA/M, a report of the current PD VSA/M practices within the U.S. aerospace industry, and the
proposal of a general VSA/M method for Product Development activities.
Value Stream Analysis and Mapping is a method used for business process and product
improvement, which originated with the development of the Lean business philosophy. In
relation to this paper, Value Stream Analysis can be defined as a method by which managers and
engineers seek to increase the understanding of their company's development efforts for the sake
of improving such efforts. Value Stream Mapping can be defined as the method by which the
outcomes of Value Stream Analysis are depicted or illustrated.
The VSA/M background section includes a brief history of the concept as described in
foundational Lean literature. As with Lean practices in general, the application of VSA/M began
in the manufacturing community, where it has seen dramatic results. The engineering and design
efforts of Product Development provide a different setting for the use of VSA/M, but several
Lean practices have shown initial applicability to PD efforts. The Product Development Team at
MIT's Lean Aerospace Initiative have worked to translate the Lean principles of value, value
stream, flow, pull, perfection, waste, and people, to the analysis of PD activities. Other
documented sources also offer supporting literature and tools for the application of these
principles to existing design processes.
Several applications of VSA/M to Product Development processes have been documented within
industry, which have exhibited the remarkable potential of the method to enhance processes.
Several key questions still existed, however, as to the distinguishing nature of VSA/M when used
for PD. To address several of these questions, site visits were made to nine major U.S. aerospace
industry Product Development organizations. Interviews, discussions, and participatory events
were used to gather the research data. This data which focused on (1) the tools used in VSA/M
efforts, (2) the business context surrounding the use of the tools, and (3) the motivation and
success in completing the VSA/M efforts.
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The second section, which reports on the current VSA/M practices within the U.S. aerospace
industry, uses the research data to develop the relationships between tool sophistication, context,
and success. The six different VSA/M tools seed used at the sites are characterized and ranked
in sophistication. This ranking was based on the ability of the tool to support analysis of the
process, rather than the ability to represent the process. The business context surrounding the
use of the tools was also characterized and ranked. Three groupings of context emerged from
this ranking: Group A includes those sites with a more traditional approach to Product
Development; Group B, those in the midst of integrating the traditional methods with more Lean
methods; and Group C includes those sites currently developing a comprehensive Lean PD
environment.
The quantified tool sophistication and context values are used in support of the following
observations:
1. VSA/M tool sophistication and use correlates with the success of the improvement effort, and
2. The context surrounding the tool use correlates with the selection and sophistication of tool
use.
These observations suggest that the use of VSA/M tools is a useful and effective component of
Lean PD efforts.
The third section includes the proposal of a general VSA/M method for Product Development
activities. The method is presented in a step-by-step tutorial format, which includes an outline
for implementation, a discussion of associated principles, and the application of selected tools.
The method follows a pattern of analyzing and mapping the Current State of a process, and using
heuristics to analyze and map an improved Future State. The tools used to accomplish this
analysis and mapping include (1) a high-level Gantt chart or Ward/LEI map, (2) a detailed-level
Process Flow map, and (3) a detailed-level Design Structure Matrix.
Contact Information: rmillard@alum.mit.edu
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Hugh L. McManus
Principle Research Engineer
Lean Aerospace Initiative
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1.0 Introduction
Do what is good. Business exists necessarily in partial fulfillment of human need, and the
exercise of human labor.
Continuously improve. Business viability in a globally competitive and informed environment
requires the continued ability to provide advantage over the competition.
If an organization already knows how to do accomplish these two maxims well enough, it can
rest assured of future prosperity and integrity. The only problem is, that history has shown how
difficult the realization of these two ideas can be. Many organizations find themselves today
with much need for progress. The aim of this research is to offer assistance by presenting a
method for improving an organization's Product Development (PD) processes. The method is
called Value Stream Analysis and Mapping (VSA/M), and there has shown dramatic potential in
its implementation. The problem addressed by this thesis, stated broadly, is the need to perform
Product Development processes better and more efficiently. The thesis draws upon the
principles and techniques of the Lean business philosophy to frame and address this need.
The Lean philosophy was initially developed in post-World War II Japan by the Toyota Motor
Corporation. The introduction of Lean methods have revolutionized the way companies do
business, and have seen dramatic results worldwide in its application to manufacturing
operations. More recently, explicit Lean techniques have also made inroads to the engineering
and design operations of Product Development. One of the foremost agencies in the application
of Lean techniques to Product Development processes is the Lean Aerospace Initiative at MIT.
Its PD Focus Team has translated basic Lean concepts for use in engineering and design
activities, and its member companies have employed the Lean techniques to improve PD
processes. One of the hallmark Lean techniques, Value Stream Analysis and Mapping, has been
applied to PD processes in the past, but in an ad hoc manner, without a standardized method.
Conversely, a number of Lean-based tools for PD process improvement have been developed,
but often without a systematic Lean context surrounding their use.
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This thesis directly addresses the problem of creating a systematic method for applying VSA/M
to Product Development efforts. The thesis presents a brief description of Value Stream
Analysis and Mapping and its Lean context, and a short history of how the method has
developed within the manufacturing and engineering communities. A discussion of current
Value Stream Analysis and Mapping practices follows, supported by a survey of the use of
VSA/M techniques in aerospace PD process improvements. The strengths and weaknesses of
various tools used for Product Development VSA/M are evaluated, and the success of the
improvement exercise is correlated with the tool used. The thesis concludes by presenting a
suggested method for Value Stream Analysis and Mapping as applied to Product Development
activities, with examples for implementation.
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2.0 Definitions and Problem Statement
In framing and discussing the outcomes of the research, this thesis will develop the basis outlined
in Figure 1. Satisfaction of customer needs and enterprise learning can only occur with the
intentional association of "top-down" principles with the "bottom-up" advancement of methods
and processes. Related specifically to the issue of Value Stream Analysis and Mapping,
successful improvement of business processes demands both the context of effective analysis and
the application of capable tools.
Lean Business VSA/M
Principles / Vision Principles / Context(do what is good)
provide value Successful
Satisfaction / Learning Process Improvement
cut waste
t I
Continuous Improvement Tools /Application(remove what is bad)
Figure 1. Document Basis
2.1 Value Stream Analysis
Value Stream Analysis is a method by which Lean principles are applied in the examination of
business practices. In the context of this paper, Value Stream Analysis can be defined as a
method by which managers and engineers seek to increase the understanding of their company's
development effortsfor the sake of improving such efforts. The analysis centers on the activities
intended to add value to a final product, which aggregate to form a stream of value. VSA is
performed with the combination of an overall systems perspective with the application of local
process knowledge.
Many of the now inefficient processes within the aerospace industry were not intended or
designed to run in a wasteful manner. An accumulation of special cases and quick fixes have
been passed from one generation of employees to the next, resulting in the value-added time of
many development efforts to become as low as 5% of the total cycle time [8]. However, early
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implementation of VSA/M within Product Development efforts has shown to cut this wasted
time (and cost) by upwards of 70-90% [57,60].
The potential reward for improving the Product Development process stems from the profound
importance that PD plays in the overall business system addressed above. Figure 2 shows that
approximately 75% of a program's resources are committed in the PD phase, and by the same
notion, approximately 70% of a program's management leverage is expended [2]. The decisions
made in this early phase go on to greatly affect the cost and performance of a product, which are
manifested throughout the product's life.
Product
Life Cycle
Cost (%)
1 0 Lifc Cycle
80 Cor nitted
60
40
20
Program
Cost (%)
W Market Design and Production
Reqt's Mfg Disposal ID
PD SpotPD
Figure 2. Product Life Cycle Cost Committed and Management Leverage Expended [2]
PD also provides the phase where design changes cost the least to execute. As a case in point, a
software coding change implemented in the Initial Production phase can cost 1,000 times as
much as the same change implemented earlier, in the Design phase [2]. A change made while in
Final Production can cost 10,000 times as much as if it were implemented in the Design phase
[2]. Neglecting the importance of an accurate and effective initial design can, and has, proven
very costly in later stages of the business venture.
2.2 Value Stream Mapping
The Lean improvement philosophy makes use of Value Stream Mapping to support its associated
analysis. Value Stream Mapping thus can be simply stated as the method by which the outcomes
of Value Stream Analysis are depicted or illustrated. The VSM of a process serves to describe a
highly complex real system in a less complex 2-D format. This simplification of the system
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facilitates insight and understanding as only a static visual tool can, and provides a distinct
means for the communication of that insight and understanding.
2.3 Why VSA/M is Different
Lean-based Value Stream Analysis and Mapping finds distinction from other process
improvement approaches in the unique ability to support Lean ideology. The main themes by
which this method strives to accomplish this goal are outlined below [41]:
- Creating value for the customer: providing for the customer with the right product, at the right
time, with the right cost [54]. This research will use the definition of "customer" as the
immediate recipient in the Value Stream. This recipient is an internal individual or group until
the very last handoff. In applying this definition to the entire PD process, the "product" is the
design package (or build-to-package), and the customer is the individual or organization
responsible for receiving that design package.
- Flows of information and material: tailoring analysis to include the streams of actual design
information ("product" information), command/control information, or physical material that
may flow through the PD process. Depicting this flow is accomplished by mapping tasks,
decisions, inputs/outputs, deliverables, organizations, or other product factors critical to a
particular process. VSA/M may be performed upon any stage of the PD process, from market
research to product completion and support, and can incorporate data or analysis provided by
the other improvement methods.
- Adaptability of processes to continually improve value and eliminate waste: Lean is not simply
about cutting out what is bad in a process, but also about using that waste removal as an
intermediate step to doing what is good. As the process matures, more and more incremental
improvements can be applied and further waste eliminated.
- Time as an independent variable: The schedule associated with a product holds great
importance as to its success. Recognizing the opportunity in improving schedule and focus on
time into its analysis is also what distinguishes the Lean approach from other improvement
theories that focus only on maximizing the performance over cost.
- Risk and variation in a creative and iterative design process: acknowledging that unlike the
management of many physical systems, design activities have no objective final answer, nor is
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there an objectively correct path to get to an optimum design solution. This specific theme
provides perhaps the defining issue in the discussion of how design activities differ from
manufacturing activities, and why analysis of their respective processes may require such
distinct approaches.
- Foundation of an overall systems perspective, Value Stream Thinking: looking at a process, not
in isolation, but as part of a larger system; looking at everything that is done as part of a stream
of dynamic and interdependent elements. This perspective requires an understanding of how
decisions affect not only the immediate environment, but more importantly, how they will
impact the larger overall system.
2.4 Problem Statement
The motivation for this research came from the desire held by industry consortium members of
the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI) to better understand VSA/M for Product Development.
Specifically, the members wanted to know if VSA/M is currently being applied effectively
within PD efforts in the aerospace industry: If not, can it be effectively applied, and how? If so,
how is it currently being applied, and are there general principles to be learned about its
application? In response to this general question, this thesis will present:
1. A brief exploration of Value Stream Analysis and Mapping methods and their application
to Product Development efforts, as found in supporting literature,
2. A characterization of the current Values Stream Analysis and Mapping practices within
the Product Development efforts of the U.S. aerospace industry, and
3. A proposed Value Stream Analysis and Mapping method, with associated tools, to be
used in the improvement of Product Development processes.
18
3.0 Previous Work
In attending to the resolution of the problem statement presented in Chapter 2, it is beneficial to
first discuss the previous work performed in this area of process improvement. The following
section describes the research and implementation efforts that provide foundation for this work,
not only through direct Lean-based VSA/M development, but also through corollary process
improvement methods.
3.1 VSA/M Progression Within the Lean Context
Previous work in the area of Value Stream Analysis and Mapping finds its roots in the
development of the Lean business theory by the Toyota Motor Corporation, and the explication
of that theory through publications that include The Machine That Changed the World and Lean
Thinking [55,54,3]. These writings focus mainly on the manufacturing aspect of business rather
than the engineering and design processes, but maintain that the same principles can be applied
to both shopfloor and non-shopfloor activities.
Lean is a part of Enterprise Science, which attempts to capture all relevant aspects of business
into a way of looking at things that allows forward-thinking decisions to be made [25]. As
categorized by Womack and Jones, the main tenets of Lean theory are included below in Table 1
[54]. Since their initial publication, business and consulting organizations have also explicitly
added Waste and People considerations to the list [53,34].
Table 1. Fundamental Lean Tenets [54]
1. Value: providing for the customer the right product for the right price, at the right time.
2. Value Stream: the set of actions that bring a product through the business phases of
problem-solving, information management, and physical transformation.
3. Flow: seamless movement of only value-creating steps
4. Pull: allowing the customer to define and pull the product rather than forcing, or pushing,
a product upon the marketplace.
5. Perfection: continuously and relentlessly improving the value, value stream, flow, and
pull in business operations.
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The Value Stream focus of Lean theory asserts that a set of activities that add value to a product
link together in a stream of value. This Value Stream can be analyzed and mapped in order to
reduce the waste in processes and continually improve products. The more value a company can
generate within the Value Stream, the closer the business system can come to the ideal of Lean
philosophy: providing value across the entire enterprise [54].
3.1.1 Manufacturing Application
The analysis and mapping of the physical material flowing through a manufacturing operation
does not present the same level of difficulty as the creative and iterative nature of the engineering
development operation. Consequently, many of the Lean principles and ideas have been taken to
a much higher level of sophistication and application within the manufacturing community as
opposed to the engineering community. In light of this, the next significant step for Value
Stream Analysis and Mapping came with the introduction of the method developed in
implementation-focused publications that include Learning To See [12,21]. These efforts
provided general and robust methods for the practical implementation of Lean Value Stream
concepts within manufacturing operations. A sample map generated by using the Learning To
See method is shown in Figure 3.
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PRODUCT DEFINITION
PRODUCTIOI
CONTROL
MRP/LINE
MOVE
Figure 3. Sample Learning To See Value Stream Map [59]
The fundamental principle of the method includes the notion of mapping the Current State of a
process and applying Lean-based techniques to create an improved Future State vision of the
process. To develop this Future State, the improvement techniques are initially applied to
eliminate activities within the process that are deemed Non-Value-Added. These are activities
deemed to only support the true Value-Added tasks (Type I waste), or that are completely
unnecessary in themselves (Type II waste) [54]. The improvement techniques are also used to
introduce the correct cycle times driving the process. These cycle times include, among others,
the customer requirement cycle, supplier cycle, actual process cycle time, and system lead time.
In order to generate and support process improvement decisions, metrics are used to characterize
the process and reveal where the improvements should be made. Table 2 below includes a list of
common metrics used within the manufacturing context and a short description of each.
Table 2. Sample Manufacturing Metrics [47]
Metric Description
Cycle Time time required to complete a process or sub-process
Changeover Time time required to change from work on one product to another
On-Demand Uptime time that machines and employees are performing work properly
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Actual In-Process Time time in which the product is being changed in order to add value
Production Batch Sizes number of the same product produced at one time
Inventory places where product accumulates within the process
Number of Operators number of employees handling the product
Number of Product number of different ways in which the process must tailor a product
Variations
Pack Size number of product within a shipping package
Working Time available time for machines and employees to work
Scrap Rate amount of scrap generated per completed process
Once the revised process has been drafted within the Future State map, an implementation plan is
set into motion, and the changes are made. This Future State is then improved upon to generate a
consecutive Future State, and the method of continuous improvement steadily increases the
quality produced within the Value Stream of the product.
Standard symbology and terminology, along with clearly-communicated principles, allowed for
the increased cross-communication about VSA/M and led to incredible manufacturing efficiency
improvements across companies and entire industries. Toyota, Pratt & Whitney, Sikorsky,
Delphi, Ford, and many other companies have reported savings amounting to billions of dollars
due to the implementation of Lean principles within their manufacturing activities [48].
Improvements of 30-90% in factors such as floor space required, production operators,
production lead time, and amount of work in progress are common results of Lean efforts
enabled by VSA/M efforts. Table 3 shows actual results achieved by two companies: one in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and the other in Nogales, Mexico.
Table 3. Sample Results of VSA/M for Manufacturing [52]
Metric Former Production Leaned Production Improvement
Floor Space 10,540 ft 5,670 ft 46%
Production/ 7200/day 7200/day 36%
Operators 121 operators 78 operators
Lead Time 11.54 hr 6.16 hr 47%
Work In Progress 4618 2909 37%
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Metric Former Production Leaned Production Improvement
Floor Space 1,826 ft 422 ft 80%
Production/ 1700/shift 4518/shift 76%
Operators 11 operators 9 operators
Lead Time 126 mn 5 min 96%
Work In Progress 2067 53 97%
The successful implementation of Lean methods, to include VSA/M, within the manufacturing
community spurred desire to achieve similar improvement effects within the design activities of
Product Development.
3.1.2 Product Development Application
The Product Development Team at MIT's Lean Aerospace Initiative was launched in 1994 with
co-funding from the U.S. Air Force and aerospace industry companies. The team, whose
members represent military, industry, and academic interests, received the charter to apply and
advance Lean ideas in relation to aerospace engineering and design efforts. In the seven years
that have followed, and with the steady incorporation of the Lean philosophy into business
practices, the vision of Lean PD has matured from rather obscure beginnings to having addressed
several of the founding principles of Lean.
Framing the team's outcomes in terms of the five tenets of Lean as posited by Womack and
Jones provides a post-facto description of the direction the team has taken. Attending to the
context and meaning of value within the surrounding business system first prompted the
definition of boundaries for PD activities and outputs. The phases of Product Development as
shown in Figure 4 extend from the earliest requirements and system definition up to the actual
production of the design.
System Subsystem Definition Production
Definition Prelim Detailed Fab, Assembly
Design Design Integ & Test Customer(FAIT) Support
Product Development Activities
Figure 4. Product Development Boundaries [34]
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The team went on to propose the value of the PD process as "a capability delivered at the right
time, for the right price, as defined by the end user," which culminated in the output of an
effective and usable product design package [54]. This design package must come about by way
of a value stream, in like manner to the manufacturing value stream, and must then fit in
sequence with other activities in the business cycle, to create some overall value as shown below
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 PD Value Context [41]
The figure shows that each phase of the business cycle contributes independently to the overall
value of a product, as well as providing value for the subsequent phases (shown with the bold
arrows). Also constituent to the system is the profit generated for the individual company and
the value generated across the entire Lean enterprise.
To integrate the preceding ideas outlining PD boundaries, value, and value stream, the team
developed the diagram depicted in Figure 6 below. The pyramid shape denotes increasing
customer and company value as the value stream moves through the PD phases to production
and support. Along with this increasing value also comes reduced risk perceived by the
customer.
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Figure 6. PD Process Flow [41]
Further analysis can be accomplished by breaking down each of the blocks into subprocesses and
defining their inputs, outputs, constraints, and enablers. This exercise begins to address the flow
through the PD process. The team took an important step with the consensus that it is
information that flows through the PD process, as does physical material through the
manufacturing process. The team characterized the quality of the information flow in terms of
Form, Fit, Function, and Timeliness (FFFT), which are described below [41]. Value within PD
develops not only as a function of the FFFT of the information included within the design
package, but also as a function of how well that design package allows the final product to meet
the FFFT desires of the customer.
- Form: information must be in concrete form, explicitly stored.
- Fit: information must be in a form that is useful to downstream processes and provided
seamlessly.
- Function: information (in the form of a design) must satisfy end-user and downstream
process needs, and communicate an acceptable amount of risk.
- Timeliness: the right information at the right time.
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As the information flows and matures through this process, the tasks performed add value to the
information, transforming it from its initial state of raw data, as shown in Figure 7.
-+ Data -> Information -+ Knowledge -3 Wisdom -
Figure 7. PD Information Progression [38]
However, not everything that begins as raw data results in applied wisdom, and the team
recognized this through the application of the seven manufacturing waste categories to
information. This application is listed in Table 4 below. This categorization of information
waste does not imply that every design exploration or piece of data must end up in the final
design for it to be considered valuable, but that there can be unnecessary or inefficient means of
developing that information.
Table 4. PD Information Wastes [34,52,61]
Waste Description
1 Overproduction too much detail, unnecessary information, redundant development, over-
dissemination, pushing rather than pulling data
2 Transportation information incompatibility, communication failure, multiple sources,
security issues
3 Waiting information created too early or unavailable, late delivery, suspect quality
4 Processing unnecessary serial effort, too many iterations, unnecessary data
conversions, excessive verification, unclear criteria
5 Inventory too much information, poor configuration management, complicated
retrieval
6 Unnecessary required manual intervention, lack of direct access, information pushed to
Movement wrong sources, reformatting
7 Defective lacking quality, conversion errors, and incomplete, ambiguous, or
Product inaccurate information, lacking required tests/verification
Though the definition and application of concepts about value, value stream, flow, and waste
continue to evolve within the framework of Product Development, the team has also begun to set
focus on the explication of pull, perfection, and people in the PD environment.
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3.2 Available Tools for VSA/M in Product Development
Having defined the value in Product Development processes (as contribution to the Product
Definition in terms of the form, fit, function, and timeliness of information), and having
interpreted the PD Value Stream (in terms of its information), the mapping of the Value Stream
may take place. A number of existing process analysis tools will be briefly reviewed here, some
of which were not necessarily intended for use in the mapping of a Value Stream. This list is not
intended to be exhaustive, but rather reflects the tools actually used in the U.S. aerospace
industry case studies to follow in Chapter 5.
3.2.1 Gantt Chart
The Gantt Chart is a traditional method for displaying sequence, schedule, and dependency
between tasks. It is widely used in the PD community for display of schedule and milestone
information [42].
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Figure 9. Sample Ward Value Stream Map [59]
The map shows time along the horizontal axis, and the magnitude of resources required to
perform each task on the vertical axis (no positive or negative resources implied). The circle of
arrows symbol denotes a task with a high degree of iteration. Once the process is mapped, waste
can be identified and removed to improve the process. Table 5 below includes the most
significant areas of waste and a short description of how each applies to PD activities.
Table 5. Ward Waste Categorization [53]
Waste Description
Hand-offs transfer of information: separates responsibility, knowledge, and action
Useless Information unnecessary or redundant information
Discarded Knowledge lessons or experience not transferred from preceding projects
Wishful Thinking premature selection, inadequate experiment, and excessive agreement
Testing to not as valuable as testing to failure
Specification
Waiting rarely does a PD process require sequential tasks
Ignored Expertise wasted opportunity to increase quality through personnel
Scatter reorganization, reprioritization, and disorganization
Wrong Tool incorrect or inefficient resource
As with the iteration symbol shown in Figure 9, each of these wastes has an associated symbol
that can be added to the map at the appropriate places. These symbols help to facilitate
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discussion and communicate ideas about how to remove the waste. An additional strength of the
Ward method lies with the associated discussion of business cycles. Matching the timing of
product innovation or development cycles with customer cycles allows for a company to deliver
new products when the customer wants them. This idea stems from the principle that the
customer should be allowed to pull what they want from the marketplace, when they need it,
rather than having the product forced upon them. The customer ends up with a highly satisfying
product, and the company sees increasing profits with the continuous reduction of cycle times
and the level-loading of resources across product cycles.
(Note: Lean Enterprise Institute products also include other mapping tools not mentioned here.)
3.2.3 Process Flow Map
The application of Lean ideas using traditional process mapping tools has also been developed
through works such as Trischler's Understanding and Applying Value-Added Assessment [51].
These developments use process maps to highlight waste and areas for improvement. Standard
symbols, such as shown in Figure 10, are connected by arrows to describe flow, and can utilize
color-coding to denote value-added versus non-value-added assessment.
-0-0- m
Figure 10. Process Mapping Symbology [51]
Once each of the activities in the process map has been placed and value-coded, the map can
show where waste may exist in such activities as approvals, counting, sorting, moving, storing,
and inspecting [51]. Discussions of how each of the categories of wastes apply to non-
manufacturing operations serve to clarify if activities can be removed or accounted for in a more
efficient manner.
3.2.4 Learning To See
The Learning To See method, based on factory floor mapping, can be adapted to PD processes
once an understanding of how Lean concepts, like flow and waste, translate to PD activities.
Learning To See provides the most proven tool for Lean-based VSA/M to date. A partial
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description of the tool is found in the preceding Section 3.1, and the tool can be found described
in its entirety in reference 47.
3.2.5 System Dynamics
Although not a Value Stream mapping method, per se, System Dynamics modeling can be
accomplished in the context of a Lean improvement exercise. The System Dynamics method is
described briefly in Appendix A. 1, and is more fully described in reference 24. Figure 11 shows
a sample System Dynamics map of the high level operational relationships within a large dairy
company.
Prf"~~r
Figure 11. Sample System Dynamics Map [14]
3.2.6 Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
The Design Structure Matrix technique is not only a mapping tool, but rather, a well developed
method for analyzing the sequences of, and information flows between, the tasks in a process.
An "n-squared" matrix is used to depict the information flows from one task to another, such as
in Figure 12 below. The matrix can be numerically optimized to minimize iterations and
maximize the potential for concurrent work. A partial description of the method is included in
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Appendix B, and shown implemented in Chapter 6 of this thesis. A complete description of the
method, with tutorials for its use, can be found at the MIT-DSM website [16]. More
sophisticated extension of this technique can also be found in the work by T. Browning in
Reference 29.
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3.3 Documented Lean VSA/M Cases
Though explicit Lean-based Value Stream Analysis and Mapping is not currently considered a
standard business practice in the Product Development community, the advancement of the ideas
have led to several cases of significant implementation. Three of those example cases are
described here.
3.3.1 F-16 Build-To-Package Support Center [43,57]
Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems created the F-16 Build-To-Package (BTP) Support
Center in mid-1999 to overcome schedule and cost overruns caused by late developments or
changes in engineering deliverables. The center was created on the factory floor to best support
co-location, concurrency of effort, single-piece flow, and communication. The higher-level
Value Stream Maps completed in this improvement effort are shown in Figure 13 (pre-
improvement) and Figure 14 (post-improvement).
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Figure 14. F-16 BTP Post-improvement VSM [43]
In the 849 Build-To-Packages created since the center's introduction, the process has seen
overall improvements of 75% reduction in cycle time, 40% reduction in process steps required,
75% reduction in number of handoffs, and 90% reduction in travel distance.
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3.3.2 F-22 Systems Program Office/F-119 Engine Development [49,60]
The government Systems Program Office (SPO) for the F-22 program, and Pratt & Whitney, the
contractor for the aircraft's F- 119 engine, performed Value Stream Mapping in order to
streamline and improve their respective development processes. The organizations used a
mapping method called Function Analysis System Technique (FAST), which focuses on the
functions required to complete a specific deliverable, rather than the activities chosen to embody
those functions. This approach provides for generality in the description of the work required,
which can allow greater creativity and optimization in designing the activities to fulfill that work.
The FAST method also facilitates a common, natural language, based on the verb-noun
convention it uses to describe tasks.
The Systems Program Office performed their process improvement exercise in order to clarify
their roles, responsibilities, products, services, and customers. A sampling of the improvement
outcomes, as applied to their standardized briefing process, saw 67% reduction in rework, 67%
reduction in cycle time, and 75% reduction in labor resources required. Figure 15 includes a map
of the overall enterprise Value Stream created in this effort.
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A subsegment of the enterprise Value Stream was also further analyzed and mapped by Pratt &
Whitney. This map is shown below in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Pratt & Whitney F-119 FAST Map [49]
3.3.3 Automotive Fuel System Development [48]
A key subsystem supplier for a major automotive manufacturer performed a Value Stream
Analysis and Mapping exercise in mid-1999 on their development of a new fuel system. The
improvement exercise focused on the finding that only 27% of the time spent in the fuel system's
development was actively used in first-pass processing of information and materials. The
remainder of the time was spent in waiting, rework, and validation. Their Current State process
map, prior to improvement implementation, is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Fuel System Pre-improvement Process Map [48]
The company then employed Lean principles in determining their Future State map. All
unnecessary iteration loops were removed, and emphasis was placed on correct first-processing
of information and materials with the aid of self-checking systems. Seamless, real-time
information was addressed for availability throughout the enterprise by means of improved
communication paths. Metrics and incentives were employed to motivate learning and
implementation of Lean practices. And finally, tighter integration of Product Development,
supplier, and manufacturing teams reduced iterative ioops and unnecessary handoffs. The Future
State, post-improvement map, is shown in Figure 18.
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3.4 Corollary Improvement Methods
The Lean business philosophy that has led to the development of Value Stream Analysis and
Mapping however does not hold a monopoly on many of the underlying principles or application
of those principles. One could say that the analysis of business practices has been around as long
as business itself. In fact, employees at several aerospace companies have found that new
movements aiming to comprehensively improve their organization's performance seem to enter
the marketplace about every five to ten years. Each movement claims superior theory or
application of existing theory, and usually captures certain areas of industry. But, in the end,
companies typically find that the wholesale implementation of a particular method has not
provide and equal benefit across all aspects of the organization. Rather, the greatest benefit is
found in the directed and specific implementation of the method within a certain subset of their
processes.
System Dynamics, Six Sigma, Total Quality Management, Process Re-engineering, and Systems
Engineering all provide current perspectives on how organizations should improve their
processes. Each method exhibits distinct strengths and weaknesses, but each has potential to
make significant contribution to process improvement efforts. The interactions between these
methods and Lean-based VSA/M efforts is explored briefly in Appendix A.
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4.0 Research Design
Prior to the outset of this research project, the Product Development team at LAI noted some key
issues and unanswered questions concerning the application of Lean principles to PD. Several
gaps existed in the collective knowledge about how Lean works in engineering activities as
opposed to manufacturing. The desire to better address these gaps provided the motivation for
this VSA/M research and several other projects. This section describes the research
methodology developed to explore and address the key issues relevant to VSA/M.
4.1 Key Issues
With the assumption that the Lean philosophy and its principles apply, not only to shopfloor, but
non-shopfloor activities, and several organizations set out with pilot programs to determine the
effect of Lean on their PD efforts. The majority of these organizations represented companies
that create complex products, such as in the aerospace, automotive, and electronics industries.
Boeing, Northrop-Grumman, Lockheed-Martin, Ford, Hewlett Packard, Xerox, and Delphi are
noted examples that have each brought individual motivations and approaches to the application
of Lean to PD.
As with the application of Lean to manufacturing operations, the greatest verification of these
Lean PD programs came in the realized improvement of the process and product [42]. The pilot
programs showed the possibilities of Lean PD, but were noted within the LAI consortium as
having encountered several unforeseen difficulties. The experience gained through the testing of
these ideas helped to identify specific areas requiring further research. Value Stream Analysis
and Mapping was identified as one of the areas where research could help to improve the
effectiveness and robustness of the available methods and tools.
In the study of a still developing topic such as VSA/M, one approach to addressing the key
research issues is found with the observation and categorization steps of the scientific method. A
reasonable approach might include three fundamental steps: first, to gain a knowledge of current
ideas and practices; second, to perform analysis of the collected data to find trends or patterns;
and third, to use these in generating a framework to advance the understanding of the topic. In
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these terms, applied specifically to Value Stream Analysis and Mapping for Product
Development, the following key questions emerged:
- What methods and tools do organizations currently use to perform VSA/M within their
Product Development processes?
- Do these current methods and tools contain common themes?
- Do these current methods and tools exhibit best practices?
- Could these common themes and best practices be characterized and advanced through
established Lean principles?
- Could these themes and practices be unified to provide a general VSA/M framework for
Product Development efforts?
4.2 Research Scope
This thesis focuses on the methods and tools used for VSA/M within PD efforts of commercial
and military aerospace organizations. The paper does not, however, attempt to first prove the
case that Lean principles apply unequivocally to PD efforts. Instead, it will rely on the anecdotal
evidence established by previous study and experience. Lean methods and practices have shown
powerful enough within manufacturing operations to warrant the initial application of Lean to
PD efforts, and Lean pilot programs for PD have been established at each of the sites studied.
These sites have then, in a sense, already made early investment that Lean principles do apply for
Product Development.
Critical, yet somewhat implicit in the idea of PD Value Stream Thinking, is the discussion of
value within non-shopfloor activities. Defining value, and continually increasing that value
across the enterprise, is central to the idea of Lean business. This paper will not assume the task
of the quantification and precise optimization of the value of each PD task, but will rather
acknowledge the intuitive sense of value held by organizations and employees. Each business
area or employee may perceive this value somewhat differently, but experience has shown that
those who manage and perform the tasks associated within PD often have very ready convictions
as to what tasks qualify as Value Added or Non-Value Added. This, of course, does represent an
aspect of Lean PD that requires greater study. Several texts on the general analysis of value have
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been written, in addition to a separate LAI thesis detailing the quantified value within Product
Development [32].
4.3 Research Methods
As mentioned earlier in the Problem Statement, the emphasis of this paper will rest with:
1. The exploration of Value Stream Analysis and Mapping methods and their application to
Product Development efforts,
2. The characterization of the current Values Stream Analysis and Mapping practices
within the Product Development efforts of the U.S. aerospace industry, and
3. The proposal of a Value Stream Analysis and Mapping method, with associated tools, to
be used in the improvement of Product Development processes.
Visits were made to nine major U.S. aerospace development sites to determine the current
practices and maturity of VSA/M within the industry. These visits took place from January to
August 2000. The research methodology involved collection of data by several means, including
interviews, participatory research, workshops, presentations, and both formal and informal
discussions concerning the topic. The data gathered through each of these research methods will
be described in a general and non-attributable manner (except where noted) in order to protect
the interests of the participants. The data collection focused on the three themes:
- The process mapping and VSA/M tools used at each of the sites,
- The business context surrounding their use, and
- The motivation and success of the respective process improvement efforts.
4.3.1 Data Collection
Twenty-seven interviews were performed with Lean Change Agents, executives, process owners,
and engineers involved in Value Stream Analysis and Mapping at these sites. Four additional
interviews were also completed by phone and mail. In total, the interviews included 48
contributors. These interviews were of a semi-structured nature, the guide for which can be
found attached in Appendix C. The semi-structured nature allowed for the necessary flexibility
in data collection often required in exploratory research efforts. The various interview
participants often had very good knowledge of a particular section of the interview, and not so
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for other sections. The semi-structured format allowed the participants to elaborate on the
sections they were best able to answer. Also, by interviewing several employees at each site, the
different areas of expertise and knowledge could be aggregated to provide a more complete set
of information gathered from the individual perspectives.
The participatory research included a weeklong engagement in a Lean PD education and
improvement event at one of the sites. This participation proved invaluable to understanding
how this company views and employs VSA/M. It also clarified some of the common concerns
and struggles that organizations have in improving their PD processes and products. This event
spanned the execution of the Lean improvement method the company uses to enhance their
processes, including the analysis and mapping of their Value Streams. Several phases of a single
Value Stream were broken up into sub-processes and each assigned to a specific improvement
team. These teams used the provided training and tools to gather background data, map the
current process, improve upon the process to create a future state map, and then create an
implementation plan.
4.3.2 Data Reduction
The raw data gathered from the different collection methods was reduced from handwritten notes
to specific site reports. These reports categorized the data into the sections of background,
observed VSA/M practices, and critique of those practices. The data transferred from the notes
to the site reports was condensed by affinitizing the common experiences and observations.
Adherence or exception to common themes was noted and entered into the reports. The themes
that emerged from the data included:
- The state of health of the organization and their motivation for accomplishing VSA/M
- The associated evidence of Lean context surrounding the VSA/M effort
- The support, resources, and importance given to the VSA/M effort
- The prior work and level of sophistication of previous VSA/M methods and tools
- The background research performed for current VSA/M efforts
- The training provided for those accomplishing the VSA/M
- The utility of the current VSA/M tools
- The perceived success of the VSA/M efforts
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- The direction of future process improvement efforts
More specific analysis of the data was completed in respect to (1) the capabilities of the specific
Value Stream Mapping tools, (2) the context surrounding their associated Value Stream
Analysis, and (3) the efficacy of the VSA/M exercise performed. The results of this analysis are
found in Chapter 5, entitled Current Practices. First, the "theoretical" form of the six mapping
tools seen used in VSA/M projects at the sites were examined in order to establish baseline
performance. The capabilities of this form of the tools, as reported in the reference literature,
were characterized and decomposed for analysis. Each of the tools was defined in its ability to
address several common process attributes such as task duration, feedback, and concurrency.
Examination of the process attributes suggested a division into three distinct types, describing the
time, work, or structure involved in the process. Each of the mapping techniques were then rated
based on their ability to represent a process (based particularly on the capacity to account for the
time attributes), and on their ability to analyze a process (based on the capacity to capture the
work or structure attributes).
With the baseline performance and ranking established, the same analysis was then applied to the
tools as used at the research sites. The "as-used" forms of the tools were characterized in terms
of what process attributes they addressed, which was again quantified. The as-used tools were
also ranked in their ability to support analysis, and then contrasted with their theoretical
capabilities. This exercise created further distinction in the tool ranking, based on the level of
tool sophistication as used.
Second, each of the sites were evaluated based on the Lean business context surrounding their
Value Stream Analysis. Five general rating categories emerged from the data. The ratings
involved the subjective assessment of five factors seen at each of the sites, taken from comments,
observations, and documentation:
- Opportunity for Lean education and training
- General resource allocation for business improvement efforts
- Leadership involvement in business improvement efforts
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- Organizational integration of Lean principles
- Lean vision or goal
The ratings of these factors were combined, and the sites were placed into one of three groups
characterizing their surrounding context.
The final metric included an assessment of the success of the effort. "Success," as used in the
research discussion, describes the utility and efficacy of the VSA/M exercise performed, not the
success of the product. This success measure represents the self-assessed comments and ratings
of those most closely associated with each site's process improvement efforts. The research will
rely on this self-assessment rather than by a more quantified approach. The motivation for
implementing VSA/M and the context surrounding their application varied widely, which left a
concrete comparison of improvements less beneficial than simply the subjective judgement of
the benefit seen (or foreseen) from the VSA/M effort.
Tool capability, surrounding context, and VSA/M success were correlated to quantify and
graphically support their relationships. For each of the three correlations, the square of the
Pearson's coefficient (r2) was found to quantify the relationships between the variables. This
quantification was used only as support for the more qualitative proposition of relationships due
to the data's small sample size of 9.
The information gained from the data reduction was then used in the proposal of a general
VSA/M method for Product Development, found in Chapter 6. The suggested method combines
the research data reduction, information gathered from a review of background literature, and
observations taken during the research site visits to offer a VSA/M tutorial.
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5.0 Current Practices
The primary goal of this section is to report on the current Value Stream Analysis and Mapping
practices used by several sites in the U.S. aerospace industry. The discussion will present the
relationship between VSA/M tool sophistication, the context surrounding their use, and the
success in completing the VSA/M efforts. An indirect goal of the discussion is also to allow for
the determination of where an outside company's practices might stand within the industry.
The study of current aerospace industry VSA/M practices revealed no apparent standard method
or set of tools used in PD process improvement efforts. Neither was a comprehensive best-
practice yet established, though the maturity of the VSA/M efforts did exhibit a significant range
across the sites. The push to transfer Lean principles from the manufacturing focus to design has
garnered critical momentum only recently in the U.S., and many of these efforts still find
themselves in the growing stages.
The results of this section will be presented as follows: in Section 5.1, the case studies are
referred to; in Section 5.2, the tools used are discussed and rated, first in their "pure" form, and
next as they were used at the case study site; in Section 5.3, the Lean context of the improvement
efforts is characterized; in Section 5.4, the relative success of the VSA/M improvement efforts
are presented; and in Section 5.5, the relationships are correlated.
5.1 Case Study Results
The case study results are summarized in Appendix D. The background and VSA/M practices
used at each site are described, and the practices are critiqued and assessed for level of maturity.
At the beginning of each subsection, a graphic shows the relative sophistication of the tools used
for analysis at the site. This graphic is explained more fully in Section 5.2.3.
5.2 VSM Tool Characterization
Six different process mapping tools were seen used at the industry sites visited: Gantt charts,
Learning To See maps, System Dynamics maps, Ward/LEI maps, Design Structure Matrices, and
Process Flow maps. Each of the sites utilized one or more of these tools to varying degrees of
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self-assessed effectiveness. As used at the sites, and as described in the reference literature, each
of the mapping tools applied embody its own distinctions or advantages. A characterization of
the tools was accomplished in the effort to determine how the use of specific tools may affect
VSA/M success.
5.2.1 Tool Descriptions and Capabilities
The tools are described below, and characterized in Table 6 against a set of attributes commonly
used in the analysis of business processes. A checkmarked box denotes the tool's ability to
account for that specific process attribute well in its fundamental structure. A checkmark in
parentheses denotes those process attributes that can be added, or tagged onto, the fundamental
map.
- Gantt charts: a scheduling tool highlighting precedence and concurrency.
- Process Flow charts: a process mapping tool highlighting flow and well suited for tagging on
metrics and additional information.
- Design Structure Matrices: a product flow tool highlighting iteration, feedback, and precedence
within the flow.
- Learning To See: a process mapping tool highlighting product flow and geography, which is
well suited for the physical processes of manufacturing and assembly.
- System Dynamics: a system analysis tool highlighting inputs and outputs, and quantitative
dependency equations.
- Ward/LEI: a mapping tool highlighting concurrency, milestones, and symbolic tags of process
characteristics.
Table 6. VSM Tool Characterization Matrix
Process Learning System
Process Attribute Gantt Flow DSM To See Dynamics Ward/LE
concurrency ________/
start/stop times ( )
task duration V/
decision branching V
feedback ____ /
flow:
"product" info. V/
command info. //
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material V V
inputs/outputs VII,
iteration
metrics (V) (V) (V)
task precedence V V V
resources:
generalized V
specific (V) (V) (V) (V) (V)
tasks V VV V V
value (V) (V) (V)
geography (V) V
grouping/teaming V
milestones VV
organizations ( )
The characterization matrix shows that some tools account for more process attributes than
others, and some complement another's capabilities. But what does it mean to account for one
group of attributes versus another? Does a tool that can account for more attributes necessarily
better than a tool that accounts for fewer?
The process attributes from the matrix divided into three categories as to whether the attributes
described the time, work, or structure involved in the process:
- Time: concurrency, task duration, and start/stop times
- Work: decision branching, feedback, flow, inputs/outputs, iteration, metrics, task
precedence, resources, tasks, and value
- Structure: geography, grouping/teaming, milestones, and organizations
This breakdown of process attributes leads to the notion that the major distinction between tools
lies how accurately a tool represents a process, versus how well the tool supports improvement
analysis for the process. Critical to representing a process is the ability to capture the timing of
the process: concurrency, start/stop times, and duration of the tasks in the map. Critical to
supporting improvement analysis is the ability to capture the flow and value of the work required
in a process. Both aspects will be shown to hold important roles in VSA/M efforts: the former
aids more in the communication of a process to team members, whereas the latter aids more with
the decisions team members make in creating a better process.
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In order to provide for the analysis of a complex system, the tool must have the ability to break
the system down into a format disposed for less complex analysis. That is to say, that one cannot
simply show someone else a room full of engineers and give them the charge to comprehensively
improve the processes used in the room based on first glance. To perform substantive analysis,
they must first acquire and decompose more useful information. Of course, a good deal of the
ideas for improving a process can indeed immediately spring from the current base of
understanding and experience (which can account for the so-called "low-hanging fruit").
However, one can only generate the derived improvement ideas from what insights the process
map can allow for [18].
Furthermore, among the tools that focus on support of improvement analysis, another distinction
appeared in terms of whether the tool supported decisions concerning what to do or how to do it
(this distinction will also become important as we look at the selection of tools for the VSA/M
method proposed in Chapter 6). Due to the iterative nature of PD, these two ideas are very
coupled in practice, but they can provide two very distinct viewpoints in analysis.
The tools that best aid in determining what to do focus on capturing the work attributes of a
process. These tools seek to describe the value of an activity within the surrounding process.
These tools address the question of functional analysis, or what is needed to fulfill the
established requirements, as well as the reconciliation of these needs with the available solution
options. The tools that best aid in determining how do to things, focus on capturing the structure
attributes of a process. These tools address the optimization of activities within a process, based
on relevant factors such as time, resources, and current capabilities. Figure 19 illustrates the
categorization of tools below.
VSM Tool
Representative Supports Analysis
(concurrency) (flow)
What to do How to do it
(value) (optimization)
Figure 19. VSM Tool Categorization
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The reason that "value" and "optimization" yet remain separate comes from the lack of an
effective and robust method for quantifying the value of tasks within PD. Should any of the
current research on quantifying this value succeed in the effort, the tools used in the analysis of
these two aspects could reach a much higher level of integration. What has so far shown not to
be extremely effective is the attempt to integrate the two aspects by forcing the qualitative
assessment of value into numerical optimization tools. However, the robust quantification of
value could make way for the development of new algorithms in the optimization of Product
Development activities.
5.2.2 Tool Capability Quantification and Scaling
As the previous tool characterization matrix suggests, each of the VSM tools does not have to fit
exclusively into one of the categories previously outlined in this section (representative versus
analytical, and what to do versus how to do it). Rather, the tools often exhibit capabilities that
allow them to be described by a combination of the categories, though the tools usually do focus
on one category more than the others. Table 7 below includes a quantification of the tool
characterization in an evaluation-matrix format. The same process attributes are listed along the
left side, the tools across the top, and the ability of the tools to account for the attributes
populates the matrix with a 0, 1, 3, 9 quantification scale. A zero denotes that the tool usually
does not account for the attribute, a 1 indicates that the tool indirectly account for the attribute, a
3 indicates that the tool accounts for the attribute explicitly, and a 9 indicates that the tool
accounts for the attributes very thoroughly.
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Table 7. Tool Capability Quantification
Gantt
Process
Flow DSM
Learning
To See
System
Dynamics Ward/LEI
rep. analytic
wAinhtinn I wainhtinn
concurrency 9 1 3 1 3 9 1
start/stop times
task duration-
decision branchinq
feedback
flow:
"product" info.
command info.
material
inputs/outputs
iteration
metrics
task precedence
resources:
qeneralized
specific
tasks
value
geography
grouping/teaming
milestones
9
9
3
3
9
9
9
1 3 9
9
3 9 1 9 1
9 9 3 3
9 3
3 3 9
3 1 9 9
9 1 3 3
9 1 9 1
3 9 3 3 3
3 1 9
3 1 1 1
9 9 9 3 9
9 1 9 1
3
9
9 1
3
9
organizations 3 1 9 1
Rep. Value
Analytic Value
216
146
140
32 2
143
278
123
277
84
15 S
222
1 50
Norm Rep. Value 0.97 0.63 0.64 0.55 0.38 1.00
Norm Analytic Value 0.45 1.00 0.86 0.86 0.48 0.47
The weighting numbers on the right-hand side provide subjective multiplication factors for how
important a certain process attribute is to the representation or analysis of processes. The
evaluation method of the matrix combines the 0, 1, 3, 9 characterization of the tools with these
weightings to result in the tool values across the bottom of the matrix. Summing and
normalizing the value of each tool shows that the Ward/LEI maps, with a normalized score of
1.00, and Gantt charts, with a score of 0.97 serve best to represent a process. Likewise, Process
Flow maps, with a normalized score of 1.00, and DSMs, with a score of 0.86 best support
analysis of a process.
Since the derivation of improvement measures stems mainly from the analysis-based aspects of
the mapping tools, further discussion will focus on the analytic capabilities of the tools rather
than their representative abilities. The normalized values for the analytic capabilities of the tools
are presented graphically in Figure 20 to highlight where each tool stands in relation to the
others.
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Attribute
, ,
1 1
Lower
Analytic
Capability *
0
Higher
Analytic
Capability
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Figure 20. Gradient of Analytic Capability
1.0
5.2.3 Applied Tool Characterization
Again, the above scaling of the tools describes their capabilities as theorized in the reference
literature. The actual application of the tools at the research sites deviated from this theory based
on the motivation and sophistication in using the tool. Oftentimes, the tools were also used for
means other than analysis, such as for communication, process control, and tracking. The tools
were usually not used to their fullest potential in terms of mapping all possible process attributes,
which is reflected by the change in the 0, 1, 3, 9 values from the "pure" form of the tools. The
quantification of the tools as seen used at the research sites is included below in Table 8.
Table 8. As-Applied Tool Capability Quantification
't 9
Attribute
Site 1
Gantt
Site 2
LToSee
Site 3
Flow
Site 4
LToSee
Site 5
Ward/DSM
Site 6
Flow
Site 7
DSM
Site a
Flow
site 9
Flow/DSM
concurrency 9 1 1 1 9 1 3 1 3
decision branching 1 3 1 9 9 1
task duration 9 3 9 1 i
feedback 3 1 3 3 9 3 9
flow:
'product" info. 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
command info. 1 3 3 1 1
material 1 3 3 3 3 3
geography 1 3 1 1
grouping/teaming 3 1
inputs/outputs 1 3 3 3 1 3 1 3 3
iteration 3 9 9
metrics 9 3 1 1 3 1
milestones 3 1 3 9 3 1 3
organizations 1 1 9 1 3 1 3
task precedence 3 9 9 3 1 9 3 3 9
resources:
generalized 9
specific 1 1 3
start/stop times 9 9 1 1
tasks 9 3 3 9 3 9 9 9 9
value 1 3 9 1
Analytic Value 114 166 173 174 176 213 227 248 279
Norm Analytic Value 0.35 0.52 0.54 0.54 0.55 0.66 0.70 0.77 0.87
Each site is listed across the top with
they used in their analysis. Six of the
an abbreviated description of the highest capability tool
sites had used lower capability tools in conjunction or as
predecessors to the use of more sophisticated tools. The entries include Gantt charts, Learning
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analytic
weightina
To See ("LToSee") method, a Ward map that fed into a DSM ("Ward/DSM"), Process Flow
maps ("Flow"), DSM application, and a combination of Process Flow mapping and DSM tools.
The analytic capabilities of the as-applied tools were then also normalized and placed below the
previous scale, which included the theoretical capabilities of the tools. This scale is shown in
Figure 21.
Lower Higher
Analytic Analytic
Capability 0 Capability
0 0.2 0.4 -0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure 21. Gradient of Applied Analytic Capability
Each of the data points on the scale designates the relative capability of the VSA/M tools seen
used at the research sites, labeled with the respective site reference number.
5.3 VSA Surrounding Context
The context surrounding the use of Value Stream Mapping tools also varied across the sites. The
context varied widely in the terms that some sites encouraged and developed Lean ideas more
than others, some put greater stake and investment into the idea of VSA/M, and all were in
different stages of their experimentation with how to best apply VSA/M for their specific
business area and products. Site visit data and observations suggested three levels of distinction
concerning the context in which the sites employed VSA/M. The groupings includes those
companies with a more traditional method at one end, those beginning a comprehensive
implementation of Lean PD methods at the other end, and then those trying to employ a mixture
of the two somewhere in the middle.
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The ratings involved subjective assessment of five factors seen at each of the sites, taken from
comments, observations, and documentation:
- Opportunity for Lean education and training: the sites ranged from providing no explicit Lean
training... to providing training courses, information, and materials, as well as involvement in
highly consequential process improvement exercises.
- General resource allocation for business improvement efforts: the sites ranged in situation from
fulfilling the requirement to improve processes without significant changes in budget or
resources... to the improvement of processes with the aid of a system of Lean offices, internal
Lean experts, and financial support.
- Leadership involvement in business improvement efforts: leadership involvement ranged from
the isolated high-level direction for improving product and process without direct
involvement... to the direct involvement of leadership in improvement exercises, and salary
incentives adjusted to that involvement.
- Organizational integration of Lean principles: the organizational structures ranged from taking
little regard to integration of Lean principles away from traditional structures, or by name-only
integration... to the direct configuration based on Lean principles, and the associated
organizational committal.
- Lean vision or goal: the sites ranged in situation from wanting to do Lean, but without an
established goal or plan to get there... to establishing an explicit definition of what the
company should look like in the future, and how they will apply chosen principles to reach that
goal.
These factors have been quantified in the evaluation matrix found below in Table 9. The
assessment factors are listed on the left-hand side, the sites, across the top. As with the tool
capability quantification, the matrix is populated with a 0, 1, 3, 9 scale, but in this case, all the
assessment factors are weighted equally. The values for each site are summed, and normalized
against the highest outcome.
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Table 9. VSA Context Quantification
attribute
Attribute Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8 Site 9 weighting
education/training 1 3 1 9 3 1 3 9 3
resource allocation 1 3 3 3 3 3 9 3 3
leadership involovement 3 3 9 3 1 3 9 3 9
organizational integration 3 3 1  3 3 3 3 9 3
vision/goal 1 1 9 3 1 3 3 9 9
Value 9 13 25 21 11 11 2 7 33 27
Normative Value 0.27 0.39 0.76 0.64 0.33 3 .82 1.00 0.82
Context Group A applies to those ratings between the normalized values of 0.0-0.3, which
includes only Site 1. Group B applies to the ratings from 0.3-0.8, which includes sites 2 through
5. Group C applies to the ratings from 0.8-1.0, which includes sites 7 through 9.
5.3.1 Group A: Traditional Business Methods
The one company surveyed at the more traditional end of PD planning practices most often does
not explicitly perform Value Stream Thinking using VSA/M or other Lean methods. However,
projecting their practices onto the VSA/M framework can reveal comparable themes and areas
for opportunity. The analysis of their Value Stream often rests with the program manager, who
draws upon personal experience and organizational tradition to lay out PD steps. The processes
developed and accepted along the history of the company are taken and applied to each new
contract, without the focus of improving the processes themselves. For military contracts, the
planning of the PD steps centers around the deliverables and gateway reviews required by the
military acquisition process.
5.3.2 Group B: Fractional Lean Integration
The five companies in the middle of the spectrum account for the majority of the sites visited.
Like the previous group, these companies rely on the traditional methods as their foundation of
planning and performing Product Development, but they also attempt to incorporate several Lean
ideas and practices within the existing framework. Due to the piecemeal implementation of Lean
PD methods such as VSM, the results seen by these efforts varies from dramatic improvement to
having little or no effect. The implementation of Lean tools does not have the support of a
comprehensive Lean improvement environment, so their potency often remains unrealized
outside of a Lean context. VSA within this group often still resides with the program manager
by way of deliverables and gateway reviews. These companies are using many of the simple, yet
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powerful, Lean tools and methods. However, they are often used in isolation, so that only one
small piece of the system can be visualized.
The importance of such ideas as Integrated Product Teams (IPTs), concurrent engineering, and
parallel processing is often well defined at these companies, however, all too often these
initiatives are in name only. Members of IPTs and concurrent engineering teams sometimes do
not exactly see how things have changed since before the new team inception. Managers
sometimes charter IPTs with the unwritten hope that IPTs by themselves will drive process
improvement. But implemented in isolation, these ideas cannot generate the same effect within
the more tradition PD context as they do within a more Lean PD context, and so the teams often
revert furtively back to traditional methods.
A new push within many of these companies, which holds a good deal of potential, is the
development and implementation of electronic, internet-based, environments for the
development and exchange of information. These systems do not necessarily imply a value
stream in their operation, but have been shown to support the analysis of the PD value stream
and provide a very effective method for enhancing pull and flow of information. Many of these
tools include human resource, task, time, cost, and schedule information, and hold the potential
to feed this information into a mapping of the value stream. Currently, the tools in this area have
not yet been developed to this level, though there are plans to implement VSA/M based on these
electronic environments.
5.3.3 Group C: Developing Comprehensive Lean Environment
The three companies at the most advanced level of VSA/M practices do not yet exhibit a
comprehensive Lean PD environment, but have acknowledged the opportunity and importance of
developing such an environment for their PD efforts. Though not yet at their end-goal of using
systematic and robust VSA/M methods, they have taken large steps in moving toward and
developing the idea within Lean PD. As part of this move toward systematic VSA/M, these
companies are creating standard high-level VSM templates initializing the major steps required
for every product or contract. Then based on the individual nature of the product, the template is
tailored toward what areas require the most focus. These tailored processes are populated with
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the correct support, resource, and instructional information from common databases, and what
can result is an object-oriented process plan that integrates a great deal of data and information
into one system. The processes are then broken down to the team or individual task level. While
this system does not inherently focus on optimization of the Value Stream, one can see how
when used within Value Stream Analysis, this approach could provide a clear and gainful map of
the quality of a product.
5.4 Site VSA/M Success
Based on the comments and ratings gathered during the site visits, the plot found below in Figure
22 shows the self-assessed measure of success that each site attributed to their VSA/M efforts.
10.0
9.0
8.0 - 7 ---
7.0
VSA/M 6.0 -- 5
Success 5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Site
Figure 22. VSA/M Success Plot
The success was rated on a scale of 1 to 10, giving an average of 5.8 with a standard deviation of
2.1. As mentioned in the research design section, this range of self-assessed VSA/M success led
to the development of two emergent themes. VSA/M tool sophistication, and the surrounding
business context, were characterized and correlated to gain a better understanding of what factors
drove the success of the various VSA/M efforts.
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5.5 Correlation
A summary of the resulting values for VSA/M success, tool capability, and surrounding context
at each of the research sites is included below in Table 10.
Table 10. Quantified Value Summary
Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8 Site 9
VSA/M
Success 2.0 3.0 7.5 7.0 5.5 6.0 8.0 7.5 6.0
Tool
Capability 0.35 0.52 0.54 0.54 0.55 0.66 0.70 0.77 0.87
Context
Quantification 0.27 0.39 0.76 0.64 0.33 0.33 0.82 1.00 0.82
Each of these
made.
metrics is plotted against the others, which allows for quantified correlations to be
An initial hypothesis at the outset of the research was that the sophistication of VSA/M tools was
the critical driver for process improvement success. However, as Figure 23 below shows, the
correlation between success of the VSA/M effort and tool capability does not, alone, provide a
perfectly compelling relationship. The data exhibits an important trend, but statistically
moderate correlation with an r2 value of 0.383.
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Figure 23. Success-Capability Correlation
The correlation of context to VSA/M success showed a stronger relationship. Figure 24
illustrates the relationship below, which exhibits an r2 value of 0.572.
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Figure 24. Success-Context Correlation
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Figure 25 shows the relationship between context and tool capability. This relationship also
shows a strong correlation with an r2 value of 0.495.
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Figure 25. Capability-Context Correlation
5.6 Summary
It was found that VSA/M tools play an important role in all of the Lean PD efforts studied. A
wide variety of tools are used, with various capabilities. A characterization of the mapping tools
showed variation in whether a tool best represents a process or supports improvement analysis
for the process, which shows that the various mapping tools have distinct capabilities. Using a
tool outside of its capability, or using a low capability tool cannot support the same analysis as
the correct application of a more sophisticated tool. A combination of the different mapping
tools may best maximize their capabilities for use in a process improvement exercise. A Gantt
chart or Ward/LEI map may be used to best describe and communicate a process, a Process Flow
map may be used to best analyze the value of activities within a process (what to do), and a
Design Structure Matrix may be used to best analyze the optimization and structure of a process
(how to do it).
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Although the capability of the VSA/M tool used correlated with success, it is also clear that the
Lean context, in part, drives tool use. A company exhibiting a more mature Lean context for
their improvement efforts will require different data and apply different constraints in the use of
the tool than a company with a less mature context, which will affect their choice of tools and
how they use the tool.
No standardized best practice was found within the practices of VSA/M, but observations and
the above analysis of the tools and their use allows a suggested method to be developed. It is
presented in the next section.
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6.0 A General Method for Product Development VSA/M
The following method for Product Development Value Stream Analysis and Mapping provides a
guide for process and product improvement. The outline for the method's implementation
derives from site visit observations, research data reduction, and reference literature theory. The
tools chosen to support the method were selected primarily as a result of the preceding research
data reduction. The tools include the combination of a Gantt or Ward/LEI chart, a process flow
map, and a Design Structure Matrix (DSM).
This method can offer no guarantee for success, however, used as part of an overall transition to
Lean, it should provide a useful tool for understanding and improving Product Development
processes. Keep in mind when using this method that there can be no cookbook method for
process improvement which will replace thought and motivation, or the Lean context required
for effective implementation. The improvement method is intended to serve only as a guide for
better understanding Product Development practices and how they can be enhanced in the
pursuit of a Lean vision.
This chapter contains three sections. In the first, 6.1, general guidance, based on the best
observed practices, will be given for setting up an improvement effort, assembling an
improvement team, and selecting processes for improvement efforts. In the second, 6.2, a
detailed description of a method for the analysis, mapping, and improvement of a Value Stream
will be given. This section is the heart of the chapter. A running example will illustrate the use
of the method to improve the preliminary design of a hypothetical aero-structural part (such as a
fairing or fin). The third section, 6.3, returns to a more general discussion of continuous
improvement and the need to link individual process improvement to an overall enterprise vision.
6.1 VSA/M Method Introduction
The method will follow the definition of processes, activities, and tasks as shown below in
Figure 26.
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process:
activities: H H E E
tasks: EMU E0UE EMO OEBE
Figure 26. Process Decomposition [32]
The figure assumes value to be delivered to a customer, in the form of a product, by means of a
Value Stream. To create the product, a process exists to develop the unfinished, raw inputs, into
the finished product. This process consists of specific activities, which may or may not lie
directly on the Value Stream, because they may or may not directly provide value. Activities
further break down into tasks, which are the detailed efforts performed to complete the product.
The mapping of higher-level activities will, understandably, aid more in strategic analysis.
Mapping the lower-level tasks will, in turn, aid with more tactical analysis. Previous VSA/M
efforts have found that first mapping the higher levels can help to establish guidance and
direction for the lower-level mapping. They have also found that mapping the activities or team-
level tasks often provides the greatest insight for the effort required in collecting the necessary
data.
6.1.1 VSAIM Method Description
The VSA/M method will follow the improvement scheme presented in Table 11 below,
beginning with selection and training of the VSA/M team, and ending with implementation of
the new process and continuous improvement.
Table 11. VSA/M Improvement Scheme
1. Assemble and train VSA/M team
2. Select Value Stream to improve
3. Define Value Stream elements
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4. Analyze and map Current State
5. a) Analyze and map Future State
b) Analyze and map Ideal State
6. Implement new process
7. Continuous improvement
The first two steps of the method outline will be covered below. The next three will be covered
in- depth in section 6.2, and the last two in 6.3.
6.1.2 VSA/M Step 1: Improvement Team Preparation
The improvement team should embody a balance of enterprise perspectives, whether they come
from multi-skilled people, or multiple people. These perspectives should include:
- Lean Experts: for knowledge and experience in Lean theory, as well as the methods and tools
used for the process improvement.
- Process Owners/Users: for knowledge and experience in the process to be improved, as well
as the sources for further information about the process.
- System Thinkers: for enterprise consideration and continuity within the remainder of the
business system.
- Customer/Supplier: for product value and external input consideration.
The team must have provided for them training on the Lean business philosophy and the
methods and tools chosen for VSA/M. This training should provide a balance of systems and
implementation instruction, and will play a critical role in the success of the VSA/M effort. Lean
training is available from many sources, and this thesis will not attempt to provide or suggest
specific training. Discretion is required, however, in the use of training materials aimed
specifically at manufacturing (which most are). Product Development efforts require distinct
training material to "translate" Lean concepts for engineering and design activities. Chapter 3 of
this work provides the necessary fundamental concepts, and refers to supporting materials.
Also, external consultants may be called upon to fulfill one or more of the team roles. However,
consultants do not share the same responsibility for an organization's future, or hold the same
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knowledge that an employee internal to the organization holds. They can provide excellent
direction and objective additional views, but too often, consultants are hired to assume the
burden of understanding an organization in a manner only sufficiently affected by someone
within the company. A mutual disassociation of responsibility can occur when the consultant
relies on company personnel to provide the critical information for his analysis, while the
employees rely on the consultant's understanding of the organization to tell them what that
critical information is.
6.1.3 VSAIM Step 2: Value Stream Selection
The next step in preparing for the actual analysis and mapping of a PD Value Stream is to choose
the Value Stream with which to begin your improvement efforts. To make this decision, a
scatter plot of the relative risk and potential benefit of improving each set of processes has shown
helpful. The plots, such as included in Figure 27 below, aid in determining the highest yield for
the lowest risk in the VSA/M effort. This example shows Process B to provide the best
candidate for an initial improvement endeavor.
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Figure 27. Opportunity Scatter Plot
As observed at the industry sites, the "benefit" of improving a certain process often associates
with considerations of the relative cost of a process within a given program, the specific or high-
leverage resources required for the process, the potential to create greater profit or business
growth, and/or the potential for the process to serve as an improvement model for other
processes. Selection may also be accomplished by finding bottleneck processes, determining
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critical pacing processes through high-level analysis, or by experience with known deficient
processes.
6.2 Analysis and Mapping of the Value Stream
This section describes the definition of Value Stream elements, the analysis and mapping of the
Current State, and the analysis and mapping of the improved Future State.
6.2.1 VSA/M Step 3: Value Stream Definition
The improvement team must then define several critical elements of the Value Stream. The
bounds of the stream include the beginning and ending point of the process, which will give
scope to the analysis required. The owner will provide the point for direct responsibility for the
stream, whether this be a group or an individual. The product provides reason for the stream to
exist-- it is the packaged value generated by the given process. The customer then receives the
product from the owner at the end of the Value Stream. This customer does not necessarily
represent someone external to the organization, it may be an internal customer. The inputs
provide the analogy of raw materials to be developed. The constraints provide a critical
envelope for engineering capabilities and performance.
To demonstrate this step, and each of the VSA/M steps that follow, a running example will show
the application of the relevant principles. The example includes a preliminary design process for
a generic aero-structural part such as a fairing or fin. The motivation for the example's
improvement will be to reduce cost and schedule, and address several known formatting and
rework problems. The example will be mapped in a simple fashion to highlight the ideas and
principles. It will not necessarily illustrate the full potential or complete application of the
VSA/M tools. These tools work best when adapted and developed for the individual
organizations and specific products.
For the given example, the Value Stream elements are included in the list below:
Bounds: requirements definition to delivery of preliminary design report
Owner: project managing engineer
Product: design report and presentation
Customer: detailed design group manager
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Inputs: system requirements
Constraints: interface geometry, manufacturing standards and capabilities, company
standards
These Value Stream elements are shown graphically in Figure 28 below, which represent a
subsegment of the Product Development framework presented in Figure 6.
Inputs
System Requirements
Constraints
Interface Geometry
Manufacturing Standards
Manufacturing Capabilities
Company Standards
Preliminary -
Design
Outputs
Design Report
- Product Layout
- Manufacturing Assessment
- Performance Verification
- Weights
Figure 28. Preliminary Design Framework (from [41]) As Used in Example
6.2.2 VSAIM Step 4: Analyzing and Mapping the Current State
With the resources, background research, and team preparation now in place, the detailed
analysis and mapping of the chosen Value Stream may begin. To first frame how the detailed
analysis and mapping will be accomplished, Figure 29 below shows the general improvement
scheme.
Current State Future State
current VSM VSM
proceSSes method and too method and toopc
improvement I L improvement J process
available (ie-hodnet I ' /p
VSAIVSM VSA - + VSA - and productimprovement
methods
and tools
Future State
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im VAeme
_+VSA -+
Figure 29. General Improvement Scheme
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The above figure shows, as input to the system, the current process and the available
improvement methods and tools. These inputs feed into the first cycle of Value Stream Analysis
and Mapping of the Current State of the process. A draft of the Current State map then
undergoes scrutiny to determine how accurately it represents the current process. This cycle of
refinement continues until it produces a suitable Value Stream Map of the Current State.
The completion of the Current State map leads to the next phase of the improvement scheme,
where Value Stream Analysis begins to look at the places to make the process better. A new
map is developed, and the iteration continues until it produces a suitable Value Stream Map of
the Future State. This map provides the blueprint for the implementation of process
improvement measures. Then, as the figure shows, the successive Future States can continue for
the life of the process, in pursuit of an Ideal State vision of the process. This iterative method is
intended to generate an ever better product by means of an ever better process.
Each iteration of the VSA/M cycle may achieve a better process, not only because of the
incremental improvement scheme, but also because learning curves found within each loop. The
experience gained from each iteration allows the team to better understand the chosen
improvement method and how to apply its tools to their process. The team may also even find
ways to increase the sophistication and utility of the improvement tools in their own right.
VSAIM Tools
As determined in the previous section of current industry practices, the analysis of the Current
State of the Value Stream will make use of a succession of three mapping tools:
1. A high-level representative tool to aid in defining the Value Stream and its context,
2. A detail-level process flow map to aid in the determination of flow and value, and
.1
3. A Design Structure Matrix (DSM) to aid in the determination of process structure, groupings,
and concurrency.
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Representation of the high-level process with a Gantt chart or Ward-type map can help to
provide a good initial "big picture" of the process, from which to base more detailed analysis. As
the previous section noted, these maps have the ability to best represent the actual nature of a
process, and do so very well in a high-level examination. This mapping may also help to better
define the Value Stream elements established in the previous step. At this point in the mapping,
the improvement team members should have a rough idea of what steps are included in the high-
level process. The Gantt chart found in Figure 30 below, and the Ward/LEI map found in Figure
31, illustrate thee high-level process of the Aerospace Piece-Part Example.
1. Choose Preliminary Configuration
2. Perform Preliminary Drawings and Analysis
3. Perform Detailed Models and AnalysisI I EI
4. Create Manufacturing Plan
5. Prepare Design Report/Presentation
Figure 30. Example Gantt Chart
10
Resources
(equivalent 8
fulltime
personnel) 6 Configuration and Analysis
Selection adAayi
4 Prelim. Dr *ngs Design Report/
2-- and An siPresentation
Plan
0 10 20 30 40 50
Time (days)
Figure 31. Example Ward/LEl Map
The completion of the high-level map should provide direction for now completing a Process
Flow map of lower-level processes. Previous VSA/M efforts have, found it most helpful to
"drill-down" from the high-level process to focus on more detailed analysis, where inefficiencies
become more apparent. As determined in the research data reduction, these Process Flow maps
best allow for the analysis of flow and value. Initial maps should first include all of the steps in
the process at a convenient, yet informative level.
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Following the process flow map, a Design Structure Matrix will further aid in describing the
flow of the Current Process. The research data reduction showed this tool to best support
analysis for the structuring and concurrency aspects of a process. Detailed instruction for the use
of the tool can be referenced at the MIT Design Structure Matrix website, and in Browning's
discussion of the technique (a section of which is found in Appendix B) [16,29]. In the
application specific to this method, the tool communicates very well the iteration and feedback
loops required in processes.
Data Collection and Mapping
Application of the three Value Stream Mapping tools will include a progression of map
sophistication. The progression of the Current State map should include the levels of maturity as
(1) mapping activities and inputs/outputs, (2) mapping metrics and distinguishing process
characteristics, and (3) consideration of activity value. The levels of mapping should not only
incorporate more of the process attributes with each successive iteration, but also hopefully
increase the understanding of the process as a result. The follow-on considerations of (4) time
cycles, and (5) the "Real" flow of the process, will also be address in the concluding section.
A data collection sheet has been included in Appendix E to aid in the gathering of the necessary
information for each of the mapping levels. For each of the mapping levels, an example of the
data collection sheet will be shown, with the appropriate information highlighted. The method
used for the data collection, whether it be interview, participation, or observation studies, may
vary depending on the nature of the process to be improved. However, past VSA/M efforts have
revealed the importance of taking the data from sources close to the process. This may include
"walking" through the process with the team, or speaking to the actual personnel completing the
process. It should most likely not rely solely on the given Work Breakdown Structure or
collective team knowledge. Work Breakdown Structures, or similar process documentation,
have been shown to conflict with what actually takes place in the process. Sometimes extra steps
are required to complete a product, and sometimes "official" steps are unnecessary.
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Mapping activities and inputs/outputs: this first level of mapping should best piece together
the repeating question of, "what happens next?" in the process, and what information connects
these steps. The first data collection sheet collects the general information about the process
necessary to complete this level of mapping. This sheet is found below in Table 12. The
appropriate boxes of the sheet are filled in with data from the example, the boxes not required at
this level are shaded gray. An explanation of the terms and values is found in the sheet's legend
that follows.
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Table 12. Level I Data Collection Guide and Legend [18,29,32,52,53]
General Resources
Activity Name FEM Development Elapsed Time (days)
Location Design Station #4 In-process Time (hrs)
Pers./Org. Performing Fernandez/Chase Core Task Work Time (hrs)
Completion Criteria model finished Activity Based Cost
Success Criteria analysis with no rework Special Resources Req.
Other: I Chance of Rework/Time (hrs)
Input #1 Input #2 Input #3
Name Stability & Control Name Structural Rqmts. Name
Sender Kirtley Sender Uzair/Chambers Sender
Transfer Documentation Report Transfer electronic file Transfer
Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Output #1 Output #2 Output #3
Name FEM model Name Name
Receiver Walton Receiver Receiver
Transfer electronic file Transfer Transfer
Allow SS&L Analysis Purpose Purpose__j
Critical Drivers
(metrics/attributes)
Context (interaction
with other VS)
Value
Non-Value-Added Enabling Value-Added
1---------2---------3 --------- 4---------5
Functional Perform. 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Enabling Activities 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Defn. of Processes 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Cost/Schedule Savings 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Reduction of Risk 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Other: 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Form of Output 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Other: 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Waste Sources
Waste of Resources
Waste of Time
Waste of Quality
Waste of Opportunity
Information Waste
O ther ...............
Comments/Suggestions
(improvement ideas,
problems, stress points)
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Data Collection Sheet Legend
Elapsed Time: days from authorization to proceed, to Special Resources Required: any personnel, tools, or
the completion of the activity information that may distinguish the activity or provide
In-process Time: hours of active work, as measured, for constraint
example, by time charged Chance of Rework/Time: percent chance of rework
Core Task Work Time: time when core task is being being required for or because of the activity, and the
worked, excluding setup, data retrieval, etc.) time associated with that rework
Input Criteria
Quality Formatting
5 - Significantly more information than needed 5 - Ideal formatting for immediate use
4 - More information than needed 4 - Fairly good formatting
3 - Quality is just right 3 - Acceptable formatting
2 - Information is missing 2 - Some reformatting necessary
1 - Info. is inaccurate and/or untrustworthy 1 - Reformatting necessary
Utility Transfer: the method of transfer by which the input
5 - Direct and critical contribution arrives to the activity
4 - Important contribution Output Purpose: the product that the output is
3 - Beneficial contribution contributing to, or the goal of the activity
2 - Indirect contribution
1 - No contribution
Critical Drivers: metrics that reveal the distinguishing nature and critical drivers of the process
Context: interaction with other Value Streams (such as manufacturing and R&D), and any authority/review issues
Value Criteria
Functional Performance (FP) Form of Output
Functional performance of the end product to be The form of the output of this task (e.g. report,
delivered to the customer spreadsheet, build-to-package, etc.)
5 - Direct specification of major FP parameters 5 - Flows easily into program milestone
4 - Direct specification of FP parameters 4 - Flows into milestone with some changes
3 - Direct specification of minor FP parameters 3 - Flows easily into downstream task
2 -Indirect specification of FP parameters 2 - Flows into next task with some changes
1 - Possible specification of FP parameters 1 - Flows into next task with major changes
Definition of Processes Enabling Activities
Definition of processes necessary to deliver the end Enabling other tasks (e.g., the task is required for
product to the customer completion of program)
5 - Direct spec. of major downstream processes 5 - Major checkpoint preventing further work
4 - Direct spec. of downstream processes 4 - Moderate checkpoint in program
3 - Direct spec. of minor downstream processes 3 - Task necessary for continued work
2 - Indirect spec. of downstream processes 2 - Necessary, but not especially time-sensitive
1 - Possible spec. of downstream processes 1 - Necessary, but not time sensitive
Reduction of Risk Cost/Schedule Savings
Reduction of risks and uncertainties associated with Cost and/or schedule savings resulting from task
functional, process, or market areas execution (i.e., a core competency)
5 - Major risks greatly reduced or eliminated 5 - Recognized as a core competency
4 - Significant reduction of risks 4 - Major improvement over hist. predecessor
3 - Minor reduction of risks 3 - Improvement over historical predecessor
2 - Indirect reduction of risks 2 - Minor improvement over predecessor
I - Possible reduction of risks 1 - Possible improvement over predecessor
Waste Sources
Waste of Resources: possible misuse or non-optimization of resources
Waste of Time: possible cause for delays, waiting, unplanned rework
Waste of Quality: possible cause for lack of quality, errors, defects
Waste of Opportunity: possible oversight of personnel, tool, or technology potential
Info Waste: overproduction, inventory, transportation, unnecessary movement, overprocessing, transfers, scatter
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Including the Level 1 information in a Process Flow map should help to reveal the nature of the
process and how best to map its Current State. This map should illustrate what steps are required
in the process, and how they fit together in terms of precedence. Include the process steps in as
sequential a format as possible, which will help to describe the flow of the process, and do not
force the map onto a small sheet of paper. Allowing the picture of the process to stretch from
one end to another adds an implicit time dimension to the map, and supports further analysis of
the set of activities. Enter the process steps in the form of "Verb" and "Noun" such as "Choose
Configuration" to reveal the intended purpose of the activity and expose waste. Also, hand
drawing the maps avoids lengthy conversion to electronic forms while maintaining effective
communication.
After comparing the example's official Work Breakdown Structure with the actual process, the
list of activities in Table 13 below was developed.
Table 13. Example Activity List
1. Choose Preliminary Configuration
2. Create External and Mechanical Drawings
3. Perform Aerodynamic Analysis
4. Create Structural Configuration
5. Determine Structural Requirements
6. Perform Weight Analysis
7. Perform Stability and Control Analysis
8. Perform Loads Analysis
9. Develop Finite Element Model
10. Perform Strength/Stiffness/Life Analysis
11. Create Manufacturing Plan
12. Develop Design Report/Presentation
For each of these activities, inputs and outputs are collected on data forms such as included in
Table 12. This information is sufficient to create the Level 1 Process Flow Map found in the
following Figure 32, along with the associated DSM in Figure 33. The Process Flow Map
includes the activities as well as several major reviews or formatting tasks. These tasks are
denoted by a diamond symbol on the information flow path. More detailed analysis of tasks,
which may include such things as formatting, review, software setup, analysis, cross-functional
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communication, database search, integration, and documentation, may further reveal unnecessary
steps and opportunities to improve time, cost, and quality.
Mapping the activities and inputs/outputs in a DSM will help to reveal where information is not
currently flowing in the Current State. Activities will often indicate that they require input from
a certain adjoining activity, which may not indicate that it provides this input. Conversely, an
activity may indicate that it provides input to another activity, which may not indicate the need
for the input. These disconnects may be actual problems the process, or they may represent
errors in the data collection. Resolving the disconnects is the subsequent step in the VSA/M
process.
Assuming these disconnects are resolved, activities and the flows of information between them
can be mapped. The results for the given example are included in Figure 32 and Figure 33. Note
that the Process Flow map in Figure 32 does not show feedback, but that it is, however, captured
by the above-the-diagonal elements of the DSM in Figure 33.
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Figure 32. Level I Process Flow Map
Choose Preliminary Configuration
Create External and Mech. Drawings
Perform Aerodynamic Analysis
Create Structural Configuration
Determine Structural Requirements
Perform Weight Analysis
Perform Stability and Control Analysis
Perform Loads Analysis
Develop Finite Element Model
Perform Strength/Stiffness/Life Analysis
Create Manufacturing Plan
Develop Design Report/Presentation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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12
1 2 34 56 7 8 9
Figure 33. Level I DSM
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Mapping metrics and distinguishing characteristics should start with first defining the
successful outcome of the process at hand: "what is it that drives the critical quality of the
product,") or "what would be the characteristics of the product were it made perfectly?" The
answers to these questions will help to define the metrics needed for further analysis.
The chosen metrics should describe and allow insight into the features of the product or process
that are perceived to be critical to delivering value to the customer [7]. These metrics should
also further reveal the distinguishing nature and critical drivers of the process. No two processes
will exhibit the same nature and set of drivers, so each mapping exercise will be different.
However, there are several common metrics which can provide a starting point, such as found in
the Level 2 data collection guide shown in Table 12 below. On this example sheet, the Elapsed
Time (days from authorization to proceed, to the completion of the activity), the In-process Time
(number of hours of active work on the activity, as measured, for example, by time charged), and
Core Task Work Time (time when the core task is being worked, excluding setup, chasing
necessary information, meetings, etc.) are collected. This section on the data collection sheet
also includes the Activity Based cost (which may or may not be available at different sites), extra
resources required, and percent chance (taken from historical experience) that the activity will
require rework.
The final data collected are the Critical Drivers. In this example, the personnel performing the
activity provide the characterization of these critical drivers, based on experience. However,
techniques do exist for a more systematic approach to the issue, which may be more appropriate
for other efforts. For more information on the driving characteristics of a product, refer to Lee
and Thornton's discussion of Key Characteristics and Six Sigma's Critical-To-Quality (CTQ)
characteristics [15,13].
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Table 14. Level 2 Data Collection Guide [18,29,32,52,53]
General Resources
Activity Name FEM Development Elapsed Time 4 (days)
Location Design Station #4 In-process Time 21 (hrs)
Pers./Org. Performing Fernadez/Chase Core Task Work Time 19 (hrs)
Completion Criteria model finished Activity Based Cost $1,350
Success Criteria analysis with no rework Special Resources Reg. design station/software
Other: Chance of Rework/Time 33 % 5 (hrs)
Input #1 Input #2 Input #3
Name Stability 4 Control Name Structural Aqmts- Name.
Sender Kirtley Sender Uzair/Chambers Sender
Transfer Documentation Report Transfer electronic file Transfer
Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Quajjy 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Output #1 Output #2 Otu#3
Name FEM model Name Name
Receiver Walton Receiver Receiver
Transfer electronic file Transfer Transfer
Purpose Allow SSAt Analysis Purose PuOse
Critical Drivers sensitivity of FEM software: varies based on type of model, and often causes rework
(metrics/attributes)
Context (interaction
with other VS)
Value
Non-Value-Added Enabling Value-Added
1---------2---------3-------- -4---------5
Functional Perform. 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Enabling Activities 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Defn. of Processes 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Cost/Schedule Savings 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Reduction of Risk 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Other: 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Form of Output 1 2 345 N/A Other: 1 2 345 N/A
S~Waste Sources
Waste of Resources
Waste of Time
Waste of Quality
Waste of Opportunity
Information Waste
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Comments/Suggestions
(improvement ideas,
problems, stress points)
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Figure 34 below shows the incorporation of several metrics on the example Process Flow map.
A summary and explanation of the metrics can be found in the previous Table 12. Activity
elapsed time ("ET"), hours in-process ("HIP"), core task work time ("CT"), and activity-based
cost ("C") are calculated for each of the individual activities. Elapsed time and hours in-process
are noted along with the total process elapsed time and total hours in-process ("activity/total
time"). Each of the metrics in the Process Flow Map can also be electronically linked within a
DSM, where a click of an activity intersection brings up the associated resources, schedule, and
capabilities.
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Perform Weight
Analysis
ET: 4/50 days
HIP: 23/457 hrsl4H4
CT: 20 hrs 
.TPerform Loads
C: $1325EAnlysis
ET: 7/50 days>
P 2 HIP: 41/457 hrsls:
: CCT: 37 hrs 1 I  1
System Choose Preliminary Create Ext & Mech Perform Aero 34 Perform Stability & C: $1525 L Design Repot/
Reqireent Cofigraton raing Anlyss Cntrl AalytsAnalysis ~ Manufacturing P'la Report/Pres. - Presentation
ET: 8/50 days ET: 3/50 days ET: 7/50 days ET: 8/50 days ET: 5/50 days ET: 12/50 days ET: 4/50 days
HIP: 60/457 hrs HIP: 15/457 hrs HIP: 42/457 hirs HIP: 50/457 hirs9HI:4/5hrHP:747hs HP:347hs
CT: 50 hrs CT: 12 hrs CT: 39 hrs CT: 45 hrs CTHI: 43845 hrs CT: 75 hrs CT: 37/5 hrs
C: $4500 C: $475 C: $1075 C: $4100 Develop Finite C: 382975 C: $2225 C: $2225r
-a Element Model C 27 :$25C 22
4 5 ET: 4/50 days
4 5 HIP: 21/457 hrs
Create Structural 4 Determine CT: 19 hirs
Configuration Structural Rqmts C: $1350
ET: 5/.50 days ET: 3/50 days
HIP: 25/457 hrs HIP: 21/457 hrs
CT: 22 hrs CT: 18 hrs
C: $950 C: $675
Figure 34. Level 2 Process Flow Map
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Consideration of value incorporates analysis of the value of each activity onto the map. This
value refers to the worth of the activity to the overall process and system as a whole. Until a
robust method for quantification of this value becomes available, previous VSA/M efforts have
used the basic distinction between Value-Added activities, Enabling activities, and Non-Value-
Added activities. Though subjective, these ratings often find a high degree of agreement among
the members of improvement teams.
Value-Added tasks are those practices that offer the real substance of the process. These tasks
add quality to the product in reference to the overall Lean Product Development effort and
ultimate Lean enterprise. Without these tasks, the process could not exist, and if there were
some way to perform only these tasks, an ideal solution would not be far behind. Furthermore,
the qualification of Value-Added tasks can break down further into how exactly Value-Added
they are: from adding an extremely amount of value to the product to adding very little value to
the product. These classifications will also point out opportunities for improvement.
The Non-Value-Added tasks often result from outdated or unnecessary bureaucracy, or reflect
process steps that have not matured with changing capabilities and products. Take care not to
cut steps out of the process haphazardly, because experience has shown that missed steps can
cause dramatic and costly failures in the product. The Enabling tasks include such things as
setup and supporting tasks, but the fact that they offer no direct value points immediately to
opportunity for improvement. Care should be taken, however, in the presentation of work as
Non-Value-Added to those whom perform the work. The case is not they their work or position
has no value, but rather that the process may currently contain areas where their job could be
made more efficient. Personnel do not often enjoy doing less meaningful work, and so they
often find the pleasant surprise of a newly improved process by way of VSA/M, which had been
relatively mundane or frustrating in the past.
A simple judgement of Value Added, Enabling, or Non-Value-Added may be sufficient in the
characterization of activities. However, the data collection sheet also provides additional tools
for making a more sophisticated judgement of value. The different types of value, as explained
in the data collection sheet legend (Table 12), and in more detail by Chase [32], may be assessed.
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Similar judgements may be applied to the quality of information provided to activities may be
assessed. These are shown entered in the example data collection sheet in Table 15. The
additional value assessments may be used in place of, or as enhancement to, the simple Value-
Added, Enabling, or Non-Value-Added assessment (this is suggested for more sophisticated
value determination).
Known sources of waste, as observed by those actually performing the process, should also be
assessed at this time. The data collection sheet gives some examples of waste categories, but this
is not meant to be an exhaustive list. Other sources of waste may well be found. Finding waste
is the focus of much Lean training, and will not be explained in detail here. This exercise of
discovering the waste is best accomplished by the personnel performing the activity. Creative
thinking should be encouraged: anything that slows down or complicates the completion of the
core task, even things that seem inevitable or unchangeable, should be addressed here.
The Level 3 data collection sheet, included in Table 15 below, collects information about value
in the process necessary to complete this level of mapping. The following Figure 35 shows the
assessed value that each activity provides to the end product onto the Level 3 Process Flow map.
This value is entered as the simple aggregate score in this example. A more sophisticated
analysis might include the various forms of value collected on the sheet, allowing for the tracing
and assessment of several different types of value on the same sheet. Also, activities can be
shaded to identify whether they are primarily Non-Value Added, Enabling, or Value-Added.
The example is shown to highlight the four activities that are noticeably more Value-Added than
the remaining.
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Table 15. Level 3 Data Collection Guide [18,29,32,52,53]
General Resources
Activity Name FEM Development Elapsed Time 4 (days)
Location Design $tation #4 In-process Time 21 (hrs)
Pers.JOrg. Performing Fernandez/Chase Core Task Work Time 19 (hrs)
Completion Criteria model finished Activity Based Cost $1,350
Success Criteria analysis with no rework Special Resources Req. design station/software
Other: Chance of Rework/Time 33 % 5 (hrs)
Input #1 hput #2 Input #3
Name Stubility C control Name Structural Rqmts. Name
Sender Kirtley Sender Uzair/Chambers Sender
Transfer Documentation Report Transfer electronic file Transfer
Quality 1 2 3 4C N/A Quality 1 2U 4 5 N/A Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Utility tiit 2 5 N/A Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Format Q12 3 4 5 N/A Format 12 3 4 5 N/A Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
utput #1 O tput #2 Output #3
Name FEM model Name Name
Receiver Walton Receiver Receiver
Transfer electronic file Transfer Transfer
Purpose Allow SS&L Analysis Purose Purpose,[
Critical Drivers sensitivity of FEM software: varies based on type of model, and often causes rework
(metrics/attributes)
Context (interaction must schedule design station and personnel resources
with other VS)
Value
Non-Value-Added Enabling Value-Added
1---------2---------3-X ------ 4-------5
Functional Perform. 12 3 4 5 N/A Enabling Activities 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Defn. of Processes 12 3 4 5 N/A Cost/Schedule Savings 1 2 3D5 N/A
Reduction of Risk 1 2 U34 5 N/A Other: employee job sat. 1 2 3 (D5 N/A
Form of Output 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Other: customer 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Waste Sources
Waste of Resources
Waste of Time waiting for material properties
Waste of Quality errors in meshing, connectivity
Waste of Opportunity
Information Waste
Other:
Comments/Suggestions over-multitasking of personnel at design station #4 often causes bottlenecks in the
(improvement ideas, process and low flexibility with iteration.
problems, stress points)
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Figure 35. Level 3 Process Flow Map
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6.2.3 VSA/M Step Sa: Analyzing and Mapping the Future State
An accurate and complete map of the Value Stream developed in the previous section allows for
the effective improvement of the process in the next step. Step 5 of the VSA/M improvement
scheme includes the concurrent development of the Future State Map (part a) in reference to the
Ideal State vision (part b). The Future State map of the process will provide the picture of how
the new version of the process will look, though it may differ from the ideal version of the
process due to surrounding constraints.
The Future State map will lay the foundation and facilitate communication for the plan of
proposed improvements upon the Current State. As with the Current State mapping, the Future
State will follow iteration of analysis and mapping with levels of increasing sophistication. The
key heuristics used to improve upon the Current State are included below in Table 16. A brief
description of each idea follows in this section, and their application of each in the VSA/M
example section. The description of each heuristic also includes its relationship to the Lean
Enterprise Model (LEM) developed by the Lean Aerospace Initiative to frame the guiding
attributes of a Lean enterprise [39]. Beneath each of the model's OverArching Practices (OAPs),
is found a database of associated enablers, metrics, and best practices, which further expand the
relevant principles.
Table 16. Value Stream Improvement Heuristics
1. Redundancy, Simplification, Standardization
2. Flow Continuity
3. Information Handoffs (Transfers)
4. Balanced Review and Responsibility
5. Communication Systems
6. Integrated Product and Process Development
7. Concurrent Processing
In any business improvement effort, there is a certain amount of artisanship required in
translating the above heuristics into actual improvements. However, the goal in creating the
Value Stream Map is to reveal suggestion for improvement measures and support for
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improvement decisions. Based on the previous VSM tool characterization analysis, the process
flow map developed for the Current State process should aid in the determination of the value of
specific activities in the process, how well they flow together, the important decision branching,
and for the display of metrics. The Design Structure Matrix should aid more in the
determination of feedback loops, rework issues, process structure, concurrency, and grouping or
teaming.
The earlier phases of Value Stream Analysis for the Future State will most likely focus on the so-
called "low-hanging fruit." The more obvious problems with clear solutions belong to this
category, and they usually produce a great deal of benefit for the little analysis required.
Oftentimes, the solution to obvious problems involves simply removing waste from the system.
However, as the successive levels of heuristics will show, improvement of the process should
include not only the removal of waste, but also increasing the worth of the product by means of a
fundamentally better process.
Redundancy, Simplification, Standardization involves the self-explanatory confrontation of
work that is completed more than once, more complicated than necessary, or fails to take
advantage of potential standardization in the development, documentation, or presentation of
information. As part of this category, automation of tasks where it is both viable and beneficial
can provide for one method of simplifying and standardizing the overall process [28]. This
heuristic relates to OAPs 9: "Maintain Challenge of Existing Processes," and 11: "Ensure
Process Capability and Maturation" of the Lean Enterprise Model.
Flow Continuity attends to the disconnects and misdirections in the flow of the current process.
Effected continuity requires the availability of all input information and tools, and the correct
direction of all outputs. This heuristic relates to OAPs 1: "Identify and Optimize Enterprise
Flow," and 2: "Assure Seamless Information Flow" of the Lean Enterprise Model.
The following figures incorporate these first two heuristics into the previously developed Process
Flow Map (Figure 36) and DSM (Figure 37). The Flow map shows the removal of two major
formatting steps by establishing a common format between adjoining activities, and the addition
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of two major information links (shown by the dashed arrows). The DSM also shows the addition
of these links (accented with a circle). The formatting problems were found by assessing the
quality of information provided to the subsequent activities, and through observed formatting
waste. The information links were added to establish explicit and controlled transfer of critical
information, where it had been previously transferred by ungoverned and nonstandard means.
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Figure 36. Improved Process Flow Map: Heuristics I and 2
Choose Preliminary Configuration
Create External and Mech. Drawings
Perform Aerodynamic Analysis
Create Structural Configuration
Determine Structural Requirements
Perform Weight Analysis
Perform Stability and Control Analysis
Perform Loads Analysis
Develop Finite Element Model
Perform Strength/Stiffness/Life Analysis
Create Manufacturing Plan
Develop Design Report/Presentation
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Figure 37. Improved DSM: Heuristics 1 and 2
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Information Handoffs (or Transfers) stems from the assertion that every time an idea or
concept is passed from one party to another, it is impossible for the originator to fully convey to
the receiver all the information required to comprehend the idea in the exact same manner. Not
only does the amount and quality of the information suffer when transferred, but the context of
the information can suffer based on the method of communication. Results from human
communications studies state that less than half of the information transferred in a face-to-face
conversation come from the actual words spoken [23].
In an ideal world, a single person, with all required knowledge, would complete the process from
beginning to end and require no handoffs until product delivery to the customer. The problem
comes in the amount of knowledge a single person can account for, and the time required to
complete a large task. Thus emerges the need for a work breakdown structure, but while keeping
the goal to create as few handoffs as feasible. This heuristics also relates to OAP 2: "Assure
Seamless Information Flow" of the Lean Enterprise Model.
Figure 38 shows four areas where major handoffs occur, two with associated reviews. These
handoffs will be accounted for with the following heuristics by both combining activities and
integrating functions.
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Figure 38. Improved Process Flow Map: Heuristics 1-3
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Balanced Review and Responsibility focuses on requiring the correct amount of review to
ensure the quality of a product without imparting the unnecessary bureaucracy of signatures and
presentations that are not really needed. It is not uncommon for upwards of a third of all process
steps to be reviews. Not only is time spent reviewing value rather than creating value, but
reviews also require the time in preparing for presentations and reports that often find no direct
audience. This heuristic relates to OAP 4: "Make Decisions at Lowest Possible Level" of the
Lean Enterprise Model.
Communication Systems can aid in establishing pull systems for information and enable more
efficient flow within the process. Web-based environments, common directories for information
storage, and electronic transfer of data, can enable efficiencies not possible under many paper-
based, push systems. This heuristic also relates to OAP 2: "Assure Seamless Information Flow"
of the Lean Enterprise Model.
Integrated Product and Process Development addresses the opportunity for synergy in a
multi-disciplinary team environment. This principle seeks to improve the decisions made about
how to design and manufacturing a product through shared communication of available options
and capabilities. This heuristic relates directly to OAP 5: "Implement Integrate Product and
Process Development" of the Lean Enterprise Model.
Concurrent Processing involves collapsing the process into as high a level of concurrency as
necessary when the more sequential process has been improved. This idea serves to reduce cycle
time, when necessary, to match relevant business cycles and customer needs. This heuristic
relates to the Enterprise Level Metric of "Flow Time" found in the Lean Enterprise Model.
The following figures incorporate these last four heuristics into the DSM (Figure 39) and Process
Flow map (Figure 40). Analysis of the DSM using an expanded list of activities reveals the
possibility for several process improvements. The increase in size of the DSM does not reflect
the addition of tasks, but rather the breaking of several activities in to their initial and final
segments. The grouping of initial and final analysis activities (highlighted in gray) allows for
greater integration of employee skills by employing the IPT concept. Tightening the interaction
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within groups such as these, which require high amounts of iteration and communication, can
dramatically reduce errors, schedule, cost, and increase the overall product quality and job
satisfaction. The grouping also allows for greater concurrency of activities, by running initial
analyses and final analyses together, instead of requiring all final analysis to wait until the
completion of the initial analysis. And finally, the groupings greatly reduce the threat of the
feedback loop that occurs when finished design analysis is deemed unproducable in the
manufacturing review, very late in the process. Instead, manufacturing problems can now be
determined much earlier in the process, and new external and mechanical drawings can be
created without the severity of time and cost repercussions.
The bottom row of inputs in the DSM, which showed the feed of every activity into to the design
report development was removed to reflect the institution of single-piece flow. This single-piece
flow of information is based on common and integrated documentation, which can be passed
along the Value Stream in a uncorrupting manner, while at the same time, providing downstream
activities complete access to all design information.
2 3 6 8a 4 5 7 11a 9 8b 10alOblb 12
Choose Preliminary Configuration 1
Create External and Mech. Drawings 2
Perform Aerodynamic Analysis 3
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Perform Initial Loads Analysis 8a
Create Structural Configuration 4
Determine Structural Requirements 5
Perform Stability and Control Analysis 7
Create Initial Manufacturing Plan 11a
Develop Finite Element Model 9
Perform Final Loads Analysis 8b
Perform Initial Stgth/Stiffness/Life Analysis 10a
Perform Final Stgth/Stiffness/Life Analysis 10b
Create Final Manufacturing Plan 11b
Develop Design Report/Presentation 12
Figure 39. Improved DSM:
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Likewise, the Process Flow map shows the expansion of several activities into their initial and
final analysis, and the establishment of concurrent processing where possible. The initial
manufacturing analysis has been moved much farther forward in the process to avoid the costly
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restart of the process when the product cannot be produced. The increased integration of
manufacturing and design activities through establishing an Integrated Product Team (IPT),
using Design For Manufacture and Assembly (DFMA) tools, has eliminated the need for their
respective reviews, and they have been removed. Activities 4 and 5 have been integrated to
eliminate an unnecessary handoff between personnel, and common formatting systems have
removed the severity of the handoff between activities 9 and 10. Updating the metrics can
reflect the improvements predicted in making these changes. In the example scenario, process
elapsed time was reduced by 42%, hours in-process reduced by 33%, non- core task work time
reduced by 71%, and activity based cost reduced by 40%. The process is not perfect yet, but it is
much improved. With this Future State implemented, further enhancement can take place in the
continuing pursuit of its ideal form.
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Figure 40. Improved Process Flow Map: Heuristics 1-7
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6.2.4 VSA/M Step 5b: Analyzing and Mapping the Ideal State
In conjunction with mapping the Future State of a process, the next step of the VSA/M
improvement scheme includes a mapping of the Ideal State. In order to make something better,
one must first have a goal or vision which defines what is preferred, and the Ideal State map
provides the reference, toward which, improvements are made. But the Ideal State map of an
individual process can only be accomplished in further reference to an ideal state framework of
the PD process as a whole. As Schmidt states, the biggest obstacle in extending the application
of Lean principles beyond manufacturing currently appears to be that of a robust [ideal] state
vision [48]. Oftentimes in process improvement exercises, changes are made without a clear
sense of their intended direction.
Establishing this framework for Product Development weighs so heavily on the success of the
improvement efforts because it provides the reference point by which improvement measures are
evaluated. The framework will aid in the determination of whether a certain activity within the
individual process is value-added, or whether it could be accomplished in a more effective
manner. Questions can be posited concerning how well an activity contributes to the "what,,
how, and why" of the build-to-package, or how it could contribute more effectively.
When improving PD processes, hold them to the measure of how well they agree with, and
accomplish, the Lean PD framework you develop. This test will facilitate creating the vision of
the Ideal State of the specific process you wish to improve, in light of the Ideal State of the entire
Lean PD process. This Ideal State map is the supposed perfect implementation of Lean business
ideals and principles applied to your specific product and associated process, and this state of the
process should be mapped within the projected context of a coherent and comprehensive Lean
enterprise, no matter where your company may currently sit.
Figure 41 below provides a high-level picture for a possible Lean Product Development
framework. Alternate process frameworks include the LAI PD Team pyramid representation, the
Ulrich and Eppinger framework, and the MIT Product Development Design Decomposition
(PD3 ), which provide similar and foundational perspectives of the PD process [41,26,1].
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Figure 41. Lean Product Development Fran
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The more concurrent PD idea suggests that each successive phase of the PD process blends with
the surrounding phases. For example, manufacture of some of the more stable parts of the design
may begin before the completion of the entire design. Proper execution of these blended phases
would rightly require a highly capable workforce within a highly dynamic task environment.
The Ideal State map of the example is shown below in Figure 43. Many of the process steps
have been condensed into integrated analysis, made possible with integrated information and
analysis systems. Internal computer iteration speeds up the process considerably, which allows
for many more preliminary configurations to be explored. This requires an integration of
databases and analysis systems that describe design capabilities, manufacturing capabilities,
materials properties, and resource planning. Web-based environments and electronic
information pull systems allow for efficiency and flexibility not possible with past PD systems.
Several U.S. aerospace companies have begun development of this type of integrated data
system, utilizing object oriented progranming or networked real-time information systems.
RFP
Package
Design-To-
Package
Figure 43. Example Ideal State Process Flow Map
The DSM of the example's Ideal State, shown in Figure 44 below, depicts the integration of the
steps with full communication within blocks of iteration.
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Figure 42. Concurrent Lean PD Framework
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Figure 44. Example Ideal State DSM- Expanded
This expanded DSM is condensed in Figure 45 below.
1 2 3 4 5
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Perform Initial Integrated Analysis 2 U
Perform Aerodynamic Analysis 35 E
Perform Final Integrated Analysis 4
Develop Deisgn-To-Package 5 M
Figure 45. Example Ideal State DSM- Condensed
6.3 Analysis and Mapping Follow-up
The Future State Map can now serve to communicate the new process to others and provide the
blueprint for its implementation. There exist several concerns and pitfalls, however, that must
first be addressed in order to successfully implement the new process. These concerns and
pitfalls have been commonly communicated in aerospace industry lessons learned. There are
also considerations to be made for the continued sophistication of the VSA/M method used and
continued improvement of the processes it is applied to.
6.3.1 VSAIM Step 6: Implement New Process
Perhaps the most significant concern is the implementation of an improvement plan that creates a
locally optimized Future State process at the cost of global suboptimization. This phenomenon
of improving the shortsighted view of things at the cost of the larger system is how a lot of the
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inefficient processes developed in the first place. Another area for concern lies in the motivation
behind the improvement effort. Organizations that enact Lean efforts simply to satisfy an
invested party or short-term goal can leave everyone involved with a paralyzed impression of the
entire philosophy. Lean for the sake of Lean, and not actual improvement, leads an army into
battle without actually wanting to win the war.
Organizations using Lean to improve their processes have also encountered some pitfalls
creating no small amount of difficulty in the improvement effort. Non-implementation of
VSA/M results can occur when those potentially affected by the changes either do not trust the
plan's benefit, or do not take the time to make the changes. Information wastes can create so
much data and disjointed analysis that the meaningful ideas and opportunities get lost in the
noise. Lack of coordination or communication surrounding Lean VSA/M efforts can leave the
improvement effort without the required resources and authority, or isolate the various efforts
beyond potential synergy and common direction. And the classic cultural barriers to Lean, some
of which are listed below, may serve to inhibit the resolution of improvements necessary for the
survival of the company [33]:
- Dismissal of Lean principles just another ineffectual management fad
- Fear of losing personal advantages gained through the old system
- Misconceptions that the objective of lean initiatives is to lay-off as many employees as
possible
- General resistance to change due to lethargy or fear of the unknown
- Justified concern that participation in lean improvement activities may mean cutting out your
own or your colleague's job
- Lack of education concerning the applicability of Lean across social and industrial cultures
- Organizational incompatibility to Lean principles
- Non-Lean customer requirements
- Lack of sustained support for improvement activities
- Unwillingness to meet risk of investing resources for long-term gain
- Management disassociation due to risk or lack of priority
- Lack of incentive for participation in improvement activities
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- Haphazard implementation or "Hero Culture"
Other areas where previous Value Stream improvement efforts have noted lesson learned include
the mistake of mapping the high-level process only, to where the analysis does not go deep
enough to uncover the wasteful interactions or other opportunities for improvement. The entire
high-level process is often seen as value-added, and to end the VSA/M exercise here usually
does not prove as beneficial as expected. Also, analyzing a process without first defining the
bounds or other important elements of its Value Stream can leave an improvement team in
confusion as to what they are trying to improve. The process can become a "moving target"
based on the conflicting opinions of team members, or at the least, a rather obscured target.
Similarly, frustration arises when the improvement team does not have the benefit of working
with a goal or vision for the Ideal State of the company's overall PD system or specific process.
When this is the case, the team does not know by what reference they should improve their
process toward. As mentioned earlier, this may be one of the most significant hurdles PD
improvement efforts currently face. Finally, the effective mapping of a Value Stream necessarily
requires a certain level of understanding in order to know what best to enter on the map, and then
to discern what the map shows. Mapping a Value Stream without the intention to gain an
adequate understanding though supporting analysis can only reap proof of the map's lack of
human intelligence.
6.3.2 VSAIM Step 7: Continuous Improvement
As framed by the document basis presented earlier, this improvement method seeks to address
both the top-down creation of value (doing what is good) and the bottom-up removal of waste
(continuous improvement). In terms specific to the application of VSA/M, the method seeks to
address both dramatic "clean-sheet" process redesign efforts, and "incremental" process
improvements.
As shown in the previous VSA/M scheme diagram (Figure 29), the improvement of both the
process and product can take place for the life of the Product Development organization. The
increasing sophistication of Value Stream Maps through successive iterations of VSA and VSM
can find analogy in the idea of general knowledge of a subject. A person first hears of a topic,
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then learns a something about it, becomes more interested so that the learning continues, learns
its technical usage, understands the topic well enough to teach it, and then understands the nature
of the topic well enough to advance its meaning. The dramatic change in the analogy, and the
crux of VSA/M, lies in the transition to understanding. In reaching this understanding, Levels 4
and 5 of the analysis and mapping sophistication should be accounted for.
Consideration of time includes analysis of the time required to complete a task in relation to the
remainder of the process and system. This analysis also includes consideration of the Value
Stream in relation to the customer, supplier, technology, business, and social cycles. The
previously collected time metrics will aid in the analysis and further development of this level of
mapping. See the discussion of time consideration and the associated cycles as mentioned by
Learning To See and the Ward Value Stream Method [47, 53].
Observation and analysis of the "Real" flow cannot be accounted for on the Value Stream
Map, but rather involves an intimate and applied understanding of the process. As the Figure 46
below depicts, despite the attempt of tools to generate any number of pictures of the process, the
greatest potential in improving a process comes from real understanding of the flow through a
process-- that which cannot be fully captured through documentation.
Figure 46. Real Flow Illustration
The concept of the "Real" flow finds its ties to the development of the ideal Product
Development framework mentioned in the Ideal State discussion. The "Real" flow attempts to
capture the significance and application of the idea that "the whole system is greater than the
sum of its processes."
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7.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
This thesis explored the concept of Value Stream Analysis and Mapping (VSA/M) as applied to
Product Development efforts. Its three sections discussed the background and exploration of
VSA/M, a report of the current VSA/M practices within the U.S. aerospace industry, and the
proposal of a general VSA/M method for Product Development activities.
Value Stream Analysis and Mapping is a method used for business process and product
improvement, which originated with the development of the Lean business philosophy. In
relation to this thesis, Value Stream Analysis can be defined as a method by which managers and
engineers seek to increase the understanding of their company's development efforts for the sake
of improving such efforts. Value Stream Mapping can be defined as the method by which the
outcomes of Value Stream Analysis are depicted or illustrated.
7.1 VSA/M Background Summary
The VSA/M background section included a brief history of the concept as described in
foundational Lean literature. As with Lean practices in general, the application of VSA/M began
in the manufacturing community, where it has seen dramatic results. The engineering and design
efforts of Product Development provide a different setting for the use of VSA/M, but several
Lean practices have shown initial applicability to PD efforts. The Product Development Team at
MIT's Lean Aerospace Initiative has worked to translate the Lean principles of value, value
stream, flow, pull, perfection, waste, and people, to the analysis of PD activities. Other
documented sources also offer supporting literature and tools for the application of these
principles to existing design processes.
Several applications of VSA/M to Product Development processes have been documented within
industry, which have exhibited the remarkable potential of the method to enhance processes.
Several key questions still existed, however, as to the distinguishing nature of VSA/M when used
for PD. To address several of these questions, site visits were made to nine major U.S. aerospace
industry Product Development organizations. Interviews, discussions, and participatory events
were used to gather the research data, which focused on (1) the tools used in VSA/M efforts, (2)
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the business context surrounding the use of the tools, and (3) the motivation and success in
completing the VSA/M efforts.
7.2 VSA/M Current Practices Results
The second section, which reports on the current VSA/M practices within the U.S. aerospace
industry, used the research data to develop the relationships between VSA/M tool, context, and
success. The themes and hypotheses that emerged from the data analysis were supported
through quantification and variable correlations. The six different VSA/M tools seed used at the
sites were characterized and ranked in sophistication. This ranking was based on the ability of
the tool to support analysis of the process, rather than the ability to represent the process.
The business context surrounding the use of the tools was also characterized and ranked. Three
groupings of context emerged from this ranking: Group A included those sites with a more
traditional approach to Product Development; Group B, those in the midst of integrating the
traditional methods with more Lean methods; and Group C included those sites currently
developing a comprehensive Lean PD environment.
The quantified correlations of the VSA/M tool sophistication, surrounding business context, and
VSA/M success support of the following observations:
1. VSA/M tool sophistication and use correlates with the success of the improvement effort, and
2. The context surrounding the tool use correlates with the selection and sophistication of tool
use.
Although the small sample size does not allow statistical significance to be ascribed to these
conclusions, they support the observations that both a good tool and a strong Lean context are
necessary to generate success in Lean improvement efforts.
7.3 Proposed VSA/M Method for Product Development
The third section included the proposal of a general VSA/M method for Product Development
activities. The method is presented in a step-by-step tutorial format, which included an outline
for implementation, a discussion of associated principles, and the application of selected tools.
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The method followed a pattern of analyzing and mapping the Current State of a process, and
using heuristics to analyze and map an improved Future State. The tools used to accomplish this
analysis and mapping included (1) a high-level Gantt chart or Ward/LEI map, (2) a detailed-level
Process Flow map, and (3) a detailed-level Design Structure Matrix.
7.4 Recommendations for Further Study
This research project focused on the exploration of VSA/M at a broad base of observation, and in
only one industry. Further analysis of this topic may find benefit in the more in-depth study of
VSAIM examples, using this research as background. Also, verification studies of the proposed
VSA/M method are necessary to determine the efficacy of the method, and how it may be
advanced.
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Appendix A: Corollary Process Improvement Methods
A.1 System Dynamics
The emphasis of systems thinking within VSA/M draws heavily on the ideas of System
Dynamics, where displacement of even the smallest factor within a system can be shown to
dramatically impact the overall system outcome. Before any of these factors are altered, the
effect on the system as a whole should be taken into account. System Dynamics uses modeling
of critical factors through stocks and flows, to set up analysis far too computationally intricate
for a person to accurately perform in real time [24]. Choosing the right critical factors to model
requires a good deal of initial understanding, however, and the method lives or dies by how well
these factors and their interactions are chosen. When mapped out, the stocks and flows of a
system form a cognitive map where the nature and strength of relationships between factors are
described. The strength of System Dynamics modeling has traditionally rested with its ability to
aid with strategic decision making, though, and not the improvement of business processes [14].
A.2 Six Sigma
This method provides a way to monitor and recreate processes with the aim of reducing defects
to a "six sigma" level, or 3.4 defects per million opportunities [13]. The methodology includes
phases that identify, characterize, optimize, and institutionalize processes. By applying these
steps, Six Sigma attempts to allow process improvement decisions based on objective data rather
than subjective sense or feel [13]. The data collection requires monitoring and quantification of
practices through the use of metrics, and it uses these metrics to prevent the processes from
generating defects in the first place. The method does not suggest a particular method to map a
process for improvement analysis, but acknowledges the utility of many of the common analysis
and mapping tools.
Six Sigma has traditionally found its success within manufacturing operations improvements, but
several companies have pushed to incorporate more and more of the method's philosophy into
their PD efforts. Strict application of ideas such as maintaining a certain number of defects does
not apply as well to engineering, but other facets of the philosophy have received acceptance,
such as applying statistical methods to define and control design tasks. The more traditional
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sense of Six Sigma does not always apply because design efforts often require variation as part
of the output, do not follow repeatable paths, and do not always consider non-selected design
concepts as failures or defects. However, the improvement philosophy also includes principles
on more commonly applicable concepts, such as concurrent engineering, multifunctional
teaming, program management, active inclusion of the customer, design to cut cycle time, design
for quality, and creating value for the customer [22]. Because many of these ideas do share
common roots with the Lean philosophy, several companies have begun the integration of Six
Sigma tools and quantification ideas into their Lean business transition.
A.3 Total Quality Management
The focus within Lean VSA/M to improve the quality produced by a process also provides
foundation for efforts within the quality movement, and Total Quality Management (TQM) in
particular. TQM does not necessarily endorse the use of a specific mapping tool in process
improvement activities, but rather places greater emphasis on statistical and control point
analysis. These tools are implemented in the effort to gain process control and incrementally
increase the quality produced by a process [8]. The TQM improvement scheme naturally
develops the Deming Cycle depicted in Figure 47.
(A1 Act
Study Plan
Do)
Figure 47. Deming Cycle [19]
Managers first determine how a process can be measured, assure its stability, and then follow up
by monitoring the process once improvements are implemented. Lessons learned from
monitoring the new process are applied in the next cycle, and hopefully the quality produced by
the process will continually increase throughout the life of the process. Deming also proposed
that a process flow map can aid these improvement efforts by exposing areas of low quality:
duplication, unnecessary tasks, illogical or insufficient sequencing, complexity, unclear lines of
responsibility, opportunities for error, impact of supplier inputs, inconsistencies, and disconnects
[18].
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As with the application of Six Sigma to Product Development practices, TQM requires finding
the balance between the application of process control and allowing creativity and ingenuity in
engineering tasks. The Act-Plan-Do-Study loop may not provide as much benefit in the unique
and non-repeatable aspects of design, but adding visualization and rigor to the more baseline
tasks can result in more professional and effective design operations. Using value quantification
like Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and other conjoint analysis techniques, in association
with the correct databases, can aid managers in overseeing and improving engineering processes
[9, 10]
A.4 Process Re-engineering
Lean-based VSA/M and Business Process Re-engineering share many ideas about the need for
change in business practices, but diverge in some of the fundamental ideas about how to change
those practices. Both VSA/M and Re-engineering look to process-based analysis to improve
business practices and product quality. Processes provide an effective, intermediate level of
analysis between the "forest" of strategic analysis the "trees" of detailed tasks [8]. Both methods
also assert that redesign of processes holds dramatic potential to generate improvements, and that
these gains may require radical change from the current processes [11, 12]. Both also share
many of the heuristics used to base improvement ideas upon, such as simplification,
concurrency, and efficient communication. However, VSA/M utilizes Lean-based principles to
realize these improvements, whereas Process Re-engineering relies heavily on the
implementation of information technology methods and tools [8].
Where VSA/M first looks to analyze the current state of the process to enable the improvement
of that process, Re-engineering does not suggest the same level of benefit in examining the
current process. Rather, it suggests "radical and rulebreaking revolution" in the way businesses
operate, and not merely improvement upon current processes [11]. Finding an end-state vision in
the Re-engineering literature, or point of reference by which to improve these processes is
difficult though, which has led to some frustration with the implementation of the method. Re-
engineering also notes the importance of conveying understanding of the improvements to
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everyone in the organization, but does not direct a visual technique by which to depict the new
process.
A.5 Systems Engineering
Systems Engineering provides the set of ideas perhaps most closely tied to Lean-based VSA/M
of all the corollary improvement methods. Engineers have traditionally used these ideas in the
design of physical architectures, but with the introduction of advanced electronics have also
extrapolated them to the development of informational systems. The tools used in the method
have thus been created with the design of a product in mind, rather than the improvement of a
business process, but many of these tools have been tailored for the latter purpose. Analysis and
mapping tools to include Quality Function Deployment, context maps, inputs/output maps,
Axiomatic Design Analysis, system architecture maps, and Design Structure Matrices (or N2
Diagrams) all allow a system designer greater insight into the design of a product or process
[2,17,19,27].
Analysis at the so-called "fuzzy front end" of Systems Engineering involves translating customer
desires into the product's technical requirements through such tools as QFD [2]. These tools
along with context or input/output maps help to define what functions the product should
perform. Methods such as Axiomatic Design then aid in the translation of product functions to
specific design choices. System architecture maps help to define the interaction between the
physical design choices and their overall outcome. DSMs or N2 diagrams can then help to clarify
and optimize the system [16,29,31]. A sample map of this process is included below in Figure
48, which has been adapted from a MIL-STD-499B draft [2]. The figure summarizes the phases
of (1) defining the system context, (2) defining system behavior, and (3) designing the
structure/architecture.
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Figure 48. Systems Engineering Framework [2]
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Appendix B: DSM Supplemental Information
Taken from Systematic IPT Integration in Lean Development Programs by T. Browning, 1996
[30].
A Design Structure Matrix (DSM) consists of a matrix in which system elements, tasks, or teams
are listed down the left side (one per row) with an associated letter or number. See Figure 49
below for an example DSM for the development of a new soda bottle, where here the key tasks
in such a program are listed. An "X" in the matrix signifies an interaction-here, an information
flow between two tasks. Marks below the diagonal imply a "feed-forward" flow of information
(e.g., task A must provide information to tasks B, C, D, E, and I); marks above the diagonal note
feedback information (e.g., completion of task B requires [or depends on] information from tasks
C, D, F, H, and I). Hence, interactions in a sequential task DSM proceed in a counter-clockwise
direction. Reading across a row reveals the sources of inputs to a task; reading down a column
indicates where the outputs of a task must go (the "sinks").
A B C D E F G H I
Perform Market Research A
Select Bottle Material B
Design Bottle Shape C
Select Cap Material D
Detail Cap Geometry E
Develop Bottle Mold F
Design Cap Mfg. Process G
Layout Assembly Process H
Test Cap Sealing I
Figure 49. DSM Example-Development of a New Soda Bottle
Figure 50 below shows a simple example of a DSM used to reorganize teams. Here teams one
through four are reorganized based on the information that flows between them, symbolized by
an "X" in the matrix. Reading across a row of the DSM indicates which other teams the team in
that row depends on for information; reading down a column shows which other teams the team
in that column provides information to. Rearranging the DSM as in the right side of Figure 50
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x x x xx
x x
x x ixI
shows that teams one and four are best grouped together (perhaps as a system team), as are teams
two and three.
A B C D A D C B
Team 1 A A x Team 1 A A x
Team 2 B B x Team 4 D x D
Team 3 C x C X Team 3 C x C x
Team 4 D x D Team 2 B x
Figure 50. Example of an Information Flow DSM, Partitioned to Show Reorganization
The DSM has several close relatives in the systems engineering world. In some ways, it is
similar to the "roof' of the House of Quality (in QFD) or an N2 diagram. The DSM approach
can be utilized on several levels, including the component level (where it resembles some of the
latter levels of a QFD approach), the system level, and the task level; it can also model
communication, scheduling, and risk.
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Appendix C: Interview Guide
Rich Millard LEAN AEROSPACE INITIATIVE JUNE 14,2000
"Value Stream Mapping Methods and Tools for Product Development"
Site Visit Objectives & Interview Guide
This interview is designed specifically to characterize the use of Value Stream Mapping through both methods and
their associated tools. This study is part of an on-going research project by a consortium involving the U.S. Air
Force, a number of firms in the defense aerospace sector, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
research projects focus on the investigation of the application of "Lean" practices in the defense aerospace industry.
Your cooperation is vital to the success of this study. Please answer the questions as they apply to you. Answering
of the questions is voluntary. You are not obligated to answer any question. If you are uncomfortable with any
question, or feel in any way coerced or pressured into participating in the survey or any part of it, you may decline to
answer any or all questions. Your decision to decline to answer a question will be treated with the same
confidentiality as positive answers. The interview should take no more than 50 to 60 minutes to complete.
Please be candid and honest in your responses. We understand that you may have concerns about confidentiality.
The interview is intended to be anonymous and several measures will be taken to ensure that your responses will
remain confidential. Only the researchers named below will have access to the information requested in this
interview. All analyses and reviews of the data will be presented in the form of aggregated statistics. No individuals
or individual programs will be identified in the analysis, reviews, or reporting of the responses. We understand that
the success of any research depends upon the quality of the information on which it is based, and we take seriously
our responsibility to ensure that any information you entrust to us will be protected.
Research Team: Dr. Hugh McManus (MIT), Rich Millard (MIT), LAI Product Development Team (MIT).
Introduction
1. Confirm reception of background information, give a brief description of research, and note
disclosure policy.
Background
2. Could you briefly describe your company's position (health, service) in the aerospace
industry? How has the introduction of Lean affected your company?
3. Could you briefly describe your role/contribution in the product development process? What
organization or product are you attached to? Who do you report to?
Value Stream Analysis (VSA) Description
4. Does your organization plan or analyze the steps taken in the PD process? What do you call
it? How often is this performed?
5. What does your analysis focus on (i.e. tasks, information, processes, data, product/material)?
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6. Does your analysis include considerations for a) schedule b) cost c) risk d) quality (review)?
How? What is their prioritization within the analysis?
7. What are the boundaries of your analysis? What do you start with? Who is your customer?
What do you give them? Is your PD value stream tied into other streams (enterprise,
manufacturing, customer/supplier)?
VSA Execution
8. At what level is VSA done-is it lead by function/programs? Who performs the analysis?
Does anyone on the VSA team have an overall systems perspective?
9. Are the a) suppliers b) customer(s) involved in the VSA? How?
10. Do you use an explicit definition of how to best improve the product (value definition)? Is it
tracked along the product development process?
VSA Outcomes
11. Why are you interested in VSA? What is your motivation-- what do you hope to achieve
through VSA (qualitatively/quantitatively)?
12. Have you found VSA/M to be useful/effective? Why? Is there any cost-benefit analysis tied
to your VSA/M efforts (or example of direct comparison between programs with and without
VSA)?
Tools
13. What tools do you use in your VSA efforts? What data do they collect? How do these tools
help in the VSA efforts?
14. How do the current tools/methods compare to any previous VSA efforts?
15. How do the current tools/methods compare to any future VSA plans? Are there plans to
standardize the analysis across programs/functions?
16.What are the shortcomings of current VSA tools/methods? Where are the greatest
opportunities for improvement (what would best help plan out or analyze the PD process in
your organization)?
Documents
17. What are your company's sources (consultation, literature, conferences) for your VSA/M
methods/tools?
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18. Would it be possible to view/obtain any documents/mappings/tools related to the above
questions?
Wrap-up
19. Do you have any questions regarding this research? Are there any suggestions you would like
to make?
20. Would you like to be updated on this research project?
21. Contact Information
Name:
Organization:
Phone:
Email:
Thank you for your participation.
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Appendix D: Case Study Results
Lower V Higher
Analytic Analytic
D S t' 'eCapabiity0 0.2 C 0.4 . 6 0.8 1.0
Background: A new push beyond a previous initiative that suffered some disappointments and
failures focuses on developing new products in a more integrated manner, using shared tools.
The previous initiative, in effect, kept the same organizational structure and processes, but
required the processes to be accomplished in less time and with less money. Some functions in
the PD process were discarded, which led to several serious problems. The new initiative aims
to fit the current projects into the surrounding socio-political environment of reduced budget,
increased competition for funding, openness of information, and consideration of value for the
paying customer.
VSA/M Practices: The site relies heavily on systems engineering. Process improvements do
occur, but not based on explicit Lean principle. In fact, much of the changes are performed in an
ad-hoc manner. Process planning centers on the project manager, who leads by deliverables and
gateway review deadlines. Scheduling tools, such as the Gantt chart shown previously in Figure
8, are often used to communicate and track the program tasks and milestones. This type of
mapping focuses mainly on representing the process as is, but can also offer assistance with
analysis of how to do things with respect to time. The chart provides a good representation of
processes by including task durations, start/stop times, and milestones, but lacks the ability to
breakdown the flow of a process. For this reason, the tool as used here was placed low on the
plot of analytic maturity.
The new initiative aiming to improve process planning seeks to aid projects in 1) requirements
development, 2) project plans, 3) risk assessment, and 4) cost analysis. Top management
launched the new initiative in the attempt to improve sharing of resources and knowledge, and to
increase standardization of the planning process. The initiative focuses on human resources,
processes, and quite heavily on tools in order to help make a project better, faster, and cheaper, if
possible. Some current sentiment arises that maybe to make a project better, faster, and cheaper
is not possible however, and that projects should strive for any two of the three.
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Introductory. Much of the systems engineering work is very
advanced, but not all of it is codified or standardized. Much of the work done is
compartmentalized and often unnecessarily repeated. Systems engineering often creates a great
deal of data and information about a product or process, but does not give necessary theory as to
what it means or how to improve the product or process. As one engineer stated, the humans are
still the "weak link" in these efforts. The current systems engineering framework creates a
project plan which includes a "hodge-podge" of processes, standards, and other project
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requirements. Decisions are still made largely through experiential knowledge and mentorship,
without standardized planning or analysis.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Introductory. Much of the project planning still resides with the
project manager who leads from the required receivables/deliverables and required government
reviews. However, in a push consistent with Lean principles, the site is trying to include more of
their cooperation and supplier base into their planning. The new initiative to improve the
Product Development process places heavy emphasis on the tools that are used within the Value
Stream. Much of this effort involves deciding the value of each tool, updating tools, and
coordinating resources. There exists some sentiment at the site that they should wait until the
better-faster-cheaper motivation stabilizes and matures before they can implement planning and
tracking of their projects in a methodical manner.
Noteworthy Practices: The site exhibited an acclaimed human resources network that, in part,
supports the Product Development process.
Lower v9 Higher
Analytic I AnalyticD.2 Ste Capability - . Capabiity
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Background: This site's PD efforts encompass several types of military products, and contribute
to the development, production, and support of the various platforms. Most VSA/M and Lean
efforts have focused on manufacturing, which have helped to escalate these operations to a
reportedly high level of sophistication. The improvement emphasis has been placed largely on
one product platform in particular, which provides their most recent large contract. They have
found it much easier to incorporate Lean processes into the newer programs, which provide more
of a "clean slate" to work with. Lean improvements have been used to reduce cycle time, reduce
scrap and rework, and reduce sensitivity to production rate. Kaizen events are used to develop
and implement these Lean improvements. However, many of those interviewed from the
engineering department, like many across the industry, still find themselves unsure as to how
VSM could work for PD.
VSA/M Practices: The planning for products occurs at a program level, as does the planning for
many of the operations at the site. The current VSA tools include master plans that track
milestones, reviews, and deliverables, and master schedules that track processes and
deliverables. These tools also use Gantt charts to communicate and track the program tasks and
milestones. The involvement from leadership in overseeing and tracking a project includes
weekly meetings and Project Manager meetings to track metrics. These metrics are displayed
with plots and stoplight charts with the motivation to increase visibility into program health and
to catch problems while still correctable. These meetings then flow down to
departmental/functional daily meetings where more specific metrics are tracked.
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An independent attempt at VSM for PD also took place at the site, with the objective of reducing
defects in computer code for aircraft avionics. This effort focused on mapping cost and quality
to reduce defects, labor hours, and rework. The team relied heavily on the direct application of
the Learning To See method. Headcount, manhours, cycle time, and documented errors were
found for each step in the process, from requirements development through to software release.
The team identified four main opportunities for improvement through the exercise: better
program planning metrics, reduction in the multitasking of programmers, reduction in wait time
between groups, and improvement of their corrective action process during testing. The team
mapped only the highest-level process, and did not explicitly consider value in their analysis.
Their rendering of the Learning to See method, as shown below in Figure 51, falls under the title
"LToSee 1" on the plot of analytic maturity.
input task 1 task 2a task 3 task 4 output
metric 1: x metric 1: x metric 1: x metric 1: x
metric 2: x metric 2: x metric 2: x metric 2: x
metric 3: x metric 3: x metric 3: x metric 3: x
metric 4: x metric 4: x metric 4: x metric 4: x
+P task 2b
metric 1: x
metric 2: x
metric 3: x
metric 4: x
Figure 51. Leaming To See Adaptation
This method of mapping does break down the flow for analysis and makes use of metrics to
characterize each process step, but attempts to directly apply a tool tailored for analysis of
manufacturing operations. As shown in the above figure, the ties to geography, so important to
the analysis of physical manufacturing systems, are dropped, because they do not serve the same
purpose in an electronic design environment. The product of engineering efforts, which is most
often design information, can be processed simultaneously, transferred without limitation to
physical movement, and most often provides a solution where there is no predetermined
outcome.
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Intermediate. Overall, Lean is seen favorably but not well
understood for PD, as with many other sites. IPTs are used heavily in the newer programs, and
their integration into the entire Value Stream is improving. The use of metrics is effective in
tracking a program's progress, but they can become cumbersome, especially if new metrics are
added as the project develops. Also, metrics are sometimes not well understood as for causality,
and thus can drive incorrect behavior. Management by metric generally does not seek to
improve the process, but rather to maintain control of the process as is.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Introductory. The master plan/schedule method is relegated to
program managers to use as they see fit. There existed some sentiment that this tool does not
work for management of "production programs" because the projects are now based on serial
events rather than deadlines, so efficiency, cost, and schedule can suffer when managed like a
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developing program. Overall, the site's projects do not currently focus on using VSA/M in as an
integral and comprehensive aspect of their project management. Much of the learning at the site
is passed down through "tribal knowledge," and some of the new ideas like concurrent
engineering and IPTs are trying to mesh with a system that does not systematically improve
processes. Rather, the system relies on the experience of the leadership and gateway reviews.
The new ideas are also trying to be integrated while using legacy tools, where common and
smooth information tools may prove more effective.
The independent attempt at VSM for PD provided a good initial start and foundation for further
improvement efforts. The exercise did not prove as effective as hoped, but may lend greater
success when more specific value analysis is included, and to a deeper level in the process.
Future improvement efforts will also need to overcome the difficulties seen in bounding the
analysis and generating metrics to reveal critical defect drivers. As with many of the sites, they
expressed the need for further study and tool development within the application of VSA/M to
Product Development efforts.
Noteworthy Practices: This site made extensive use of metrics, which can allow for useful
insight into a process.
LowerHigherD.3Ste3Analytic A.2ayt ighe
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Background: This site runs a very successful weapons program according to DoD reports. This
program includes somewhat of a pilot effort concerning new acquisition and planning strategies.
There exists a high level focus on value and tracking the definition of value through the program,
which accounts for the fact that the preceding program of a similar nature was cancelled due to
overruns. The comment was made that PD is not as important with programs such as this, where
around 85% of the program cost is in manufacturing as opposed to many aircraft programs where
much more of the lifecycle cost includes support and maintenance.
VSA/M Practices: Much of the planning effort focused on requirements definition and choosing
business partners/suppliers. Later efforts centered on creating an effective working environment
with the partners. A definition of value was directed from the program manager level, which
focused on cost and schedule. The program office held its customer fiscally responsible for cost
of performance of the product and requirements changes. In this cost analysis, three
requirements, or key performance parameters, were deemed critical while the rest were
considered tradable against cost. Also, no gateway reviews were used: the program office
wanted "insight" not "oversight" into the program, and used some of their own employees in the
IPT system of the business partners to gain that insight. Much of the program planning came
from the program manager's experiential knowledge. This program has cut headcount required
by 88% compared to the preceding program, and cut cost of product by around 75%.
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Some explicit mapping of the site's Value Stream did take place, but they used it mainly to
representing the PD process for the sake of communication. The site used an adaptation of a
process flow map to describe their process, and though not expressed in connection to the map,
they have thoroughly applied their concept of value to each of the tasks they perform. This entry
also falls under the title "Flow 1" on the scale of analytic maturity.
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Advanced. Much of the planning was done implicitly by experience,
but holds true to many Lean principles: a single fiscally responsible customer, teamwork
environment across organizations, uniform visibility and trust, emphasis on front-end program
planning, creating value for the customer, reducing requirements creep, focus on affordability,
timeliness, and meeting or exceeding the customer's needs, explicit definition of value, tracking
that definition throughout the program, using flexible supplier chains, maintaining much of the
program responsibility at the contractor level, willingness to take risk, and setting high goals.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Introductory. There was little explicit VSM was done. More
emphasis was placed on getting the right people with the right experience and motivation to run
the program. Much of the planning rested with the formation of IPTs, and not necessarily how
all the teams fit together. However, processes were analyzed and fixed when problems arose,
rather than applying a "bandaid" workaround that creates a more bureaucratic and wasteful
operation.
Noteworthy Practices: This site reported high customer satisfaction with their acquisition
strategy, customer/partner environment, and an innovative product warranty.
Lower Higher
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Background: This site as a whole has initiated a transition to Lean, and has reportedly taken
large steps in the area of manufacturing. The company has also implemented a system of kaizen
events to promote Lean education, many of which are focused on PD. The company has
attempted to use these events to implement Lean changes piecemeal, in the hopes that the
participants continue the transition to Lean in their own areas of responsibility.
VSA/M Practices: Many of the more traditional projects at this site still do not include explicit
VSA/M in their planning, and focus instead on mistake-proofing and proper utilization of
resources. The transition to Lean PD must still overcome several strong cultural barriers, and
crisis usually brings fallback to the old and trusted way of doing things. Again due to military
requirements, much of program planning ties tasks to required deliverables. An information
development and sharing environment has been chartered to allow virtual co-location of
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company and supplier engineers. Included in the new initiative is the attempt to link all aspects
of the PD cycle and it's deliverables into an integrated management framework: requirements,
RFP, proposal, Statement of Work, Work Breakdown Structure, master plan, risk reduction plan,
master schedule, and cost.
Work with several different VSM tools has been attempted. An Information Technology tool
tried at the site did not gain acceptance because it could not effectively capture the iterative and
complex PD processes. Powerpoint is now used to depict some rather intricate Learning To See
maps of the Value Stream, as shown in Figure 52 below, which include some PD tasks. Again,
in this direct application of the Learning To See method, the tool provided more for the
representation of the PD process than analytic support, but does allow for some determination of
what to do with respect to the value of tasks. The type of map shown below, which is labeled
"LToSee 2" on the scale of analytic maturity, differs from the "LToSee 1" entries in the amount
of information and level of detail included in the map. Also, those creating these maps feel that
the ability to follow a product through its lifecycle helps to clarify the Value Stream, but they
have found that this takes a great deal of collaborative research because "no one really knows the
whole process."
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Figure 52. Learning To See Adaptation
Some other, more localized, VSM efforts focus on mapping the deliverables, organizations,
customers, and interfaces. These localized efforts face three main constraints on their
effectiveness: (1) authorization, (2) low prioritization for resources, and (3) difficulty in defining
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problems with very long throughput times. There is also an attempt to smooth the transition of
the Build-to-Package from engineering to manufacturing. This effort includes creating a
consistent set of engineering drawings/models with a comprehensive set of information:
drawings, specs, process work instructions, and the planning document. The Build-To-Package
standardization also includes increased emphasis on DFMA analysis through co-located
engineers from the aero, industrial, and manufacturing houses. Concurrently, a system dynamics
model of the PD process is being developed, as well as a more effective method for defining
metrics.
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Intermediate to Advanced. Value of a product and value to the
customer are ideas commonly referred to at the site, however, value is still not well understood at
the program level. Also, the idea of taking a systems view of operations is gaining more
acceptance at the site. Much of the improvement expertise is still localized, however, and the
quick push to Lean can leave opportunity to create Lean advisors without a great deal of
foundational Lean understanding.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Intermediate. VSM is used well in the goal of creating visibility into
a process, however, little in the way of optimization seems to take place. The site efforts often
concentrate much on cutting out the waste in small process segments rather than using VSM to
directly improve the way the process is done.
Noteworthy Practices: The site exhibited a high commitment to Lean transition and education, as
well as the development of Lean ideas.
Lower -. V gHicr
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Background: As with several companies in the aerospace industry, recent reductions in personnel
left this site sensitive to find new and better ways to operate. Their main VSM efforts are funded
through an external research organization. A VSM team has been formed, which has called upon
independent consultation to help define and map their product's Value Stream.
VSA/M Practices: The improvement team's efforts concentrate on two areas: the first is a set of
graphics that outline and describe flow of information through departments (handshake
diagrams, organizational tie diagrams, processes flow diagrams), and the other is a computer tool
intended to provide an information pull/kanban system. The company has established a Lean
office to execute the implementation of Lean ideas, and a major pilot program has been
established in one of their more successful projects.
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This site utilizes the Ward method for VSM, as well as the DSM tool for their interaction
analysis. As used, the Ward map seeks to best represent a process, but also offers assistance
with analysis of how to do things with respect to time. The map also does some to provide
analysis of what to do by the consideration of waste in PD. The map emphasizes the
concurrency of tasks, as well as their durations and start/stop times, but does not allow for the
breakdown of the flow of a process as well as other tools, and was placed lower on the plot of
analytic maturity.
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Figure 53. Sample Ward Map
The site found use of a DSM-type tool in the analysis of flow through the various information
transfers between design groups. Figure 54 below shows whether a group knew from where they
received information and to whom they sent it. As used here, the tool aids in analysis of
information flow through the PD process, to remove interruptions or deadends. It was not used
for optimization of the process, and does not suit well to the representation of the process. On
the plot of analytic maturity, this example falls under the title "DSM 1." Color coding designates
four possibilities: no interaction, a transfer where only one party is aware of the interaction, a
transfer where both parties are aware, or a transfer where neither party is aware.
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Figure 54. Sample Interaction Matrix
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Intermediate. The consultation given to the company does provide
them with good Lean foundation and motivation for introducing Lean, however, this again tends
to shift the responsibility of really understanding the Lean principles to the consultant, who
cannot fully comprehend the company's process the way its employees do. Much of the Leaning
effort focuses on establishing flow of existing processes and performing tasks concurrently
where possible. The Lean office is currently attempting to integrate more quantification of value
into their analysis, which would allow for more optimization work.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Intermediate. Much of their work is centers on establishing and
depicting flow, but does not necessarily then follow up with any optimization of the flow. There
also existed a sentiment that they had taken their VSM to as a high a level of sophistication as
they wanted, and that they can move on to more of the analysis. Within this statement does exist
a somewhat hazy interpretation of how their info-pull tool contributes to VSM for PD. The tool
does attempt to follow the VSA methods available for manufacturing and establish an implicit
Value Stream; however, it currently seems to leave the real understanding and improvement of
the Value Stream also as implicit.
Noteworthy Practices: This site generated several forms of information flow analysis, which
gave them an understanding of their flow from several perspectives.
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Background: This site possesses a self-proclaimed niche of producing unique, high performance
aerospace products. However, the company as a whole seems to want to "first make the shift to
Lean and then to improve quality," which offers a bit of contradiction in terms. The specific
VSA/M case studied at the site involves an attempt to verify and validate products more
efficiently by testing at better places in the Value Stream, and identifying more defects in a less
costly manner. The current testing practices catch defects too late. An external consulting firm
was hired to provide assistance with process mapping tools and methodology.
VSA/M Practices: The VSM tool used at the site includes a map with inputs/outputs, process
steps, and decision branches in a chronological manner. The map also includes a large system of
rework loops, which accounts for much of the current effort at the site. A large group, including
process owners and other informed engineers, performed the Current State mapping in a very
short period. One of the problems they attempted to resolve was the practice of having each
individual design group diverging from nominal testing procedure to meet their needs. Due to a
lack of up-front planning, this unnecessary tailoring of the process has created a good deal of
extra cost and inefficiency.
The group used a process flow map tool with standard symbology, such as in Figure 55 below, to
lay out and analyze their process. This application of the tool does serve to represent the process
by showing task precedence and decision points, but its strength comes in allowing analysis of
the flow of value through the process. This tool works best in the determination of what to do,
and the team did use it to some extent to know what testing to perform. However, the team
wanted to use the tool to optimize their testing tasks, and the tool's current level of sophistication
provided some frustration in determining how best to perform the testing. On the plot of analytic
maturity, this example falls under the title "Flow U."
input
input -,- task I task 2 **task 4 - output
n0
tas 3
Figure 55. Sample Process Flow Map
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
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Fidelity to Lean Principles: Intermediate. The site relayed a positive view of the potential of
Lean in their area, but expressed common limitations to the application of Lean to PD. The
specific case did consider the importance of understanding the process, flow, and planning.
However, the team focused on adding and changing testing practices to catch more failures, and
gave little attention to the improvement of the overall process to prevent failures. A large
portion of all activities included testing, and a large portion of all parts required rework.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Intermediate. An interesting environment of mutual disassociation of
responsibility and understanding occurred at the site: the consultants focused on the tool and not
necessarily the understanding or improvement of the Value Stream, and the company team relied
on the consultants for the application of the VSM tool to their Value Stream. When taken to the
extreme, this leaves no one to really shoulder the burden of understanding how things should
best be improved in the process.
Noteworthy Practices: This site had a specific goal and motivation in performing their VSA/M.
Lower V Fligher
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Background: Several years ago, this site foresaw their operations as too expensive to ever
develop a completely new system. To counter this trend, they chartered a team to cut cost and
schedule in the creation process.
VSAM Practices: This site relies heavily on the new team for implementation of VSAM, given
the motivation to provide a faster and cheaper PD process. Their analysis shows that saving
money in PD equals saving money in entire production cost due to time-value aspect of money.
Thus, the team has focused on cutting cost in PD much more than schedule. They studied the
incorporation of Lean in the auto industry to learn about standardization, reuse, and technology
roadmaps. Microsoft Project was used to breakdown and describe processes. The analysis also
uses the "Quality x Acceptance = Effectiveness" model heavily, with each value equal to a
subjective approximation from zero to one. They apply several lenses to gain different
perspectives on the value of a process to include cost, schedule, risk, and improvement
opportunity. The efforts have been applied to a few smaller projects/tasks, each with
improvements, but it is not yet standard throughout the group.
Currently, project teams define their own processes, and different design domains remain
separate within the business groups. A new computing infrastructure has been chartered to
provide sharing and common environments for all of the PD work within the company. This
environment emphasizes the interaction between people, data, and tools. The environment has
been piloted, which resulted in the reduction of the time it took for a certain study to be
completed from 6 weeks to around 2-4 days.
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Large-scale DSM projects have also begun work on establishing continuous flow and reducing
rework throughout major process families. No specific optimization work such as grouping or
tiering has been introduced yet, but could easily follow using the existing DSM structure. The
current structure, which focuses more on the analysis of what to do in their PD process, falls
under "DSM 2" on the analytic maturity plot.
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Intermediate. Many of their improvement efforts were done in
tandem with the development of Lean ideas-some of the ideas are similar, like cutting cost and
schedule, but PD efforts don't necessarily originate from Lean principles. More and more Lean
principles are being directly incorporated into PD, but this is currently done in a piecemeal
fashion, without a comprehensive push for change.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Intermediate. Company wide, VSA/M is either not utilized or not
standardized, and improvement efforts are often localized and hit-and-miss in nature. The site's
efforts of clarifying and describing the current processes have been very effective, and have set
the foundation for further, more sophisticated VSM work. Their analysis tools are also following
this trend of advancement. Commercial products like Visio, Powerpoint, and DSM tools are
used and being advanced to object-oriented, and more powerful products.
Noteworthy Practices: This site exhibited the most widespread incorporation and use of DSM
tools.
Lower V % igher
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Background: Much of the introduction of Lean at this site has come from the highest levels of
leadership with the critical motivation for survival. The company uses kaizen events to
introduce and educate about Lean methodology and practices, and supports an internal system of
Lean offices with advisors and coordinators. The site deals mainly with the PD side, where Lean
is now being applied explicitly and purposefully. The company in general has implemented
Lean throughout their manufacturing operations.
VSA/M Practices: One typical kaizen event included around six months of background work to
develop tools and map out the current state of several Value Streams. This event focused on
improving the engineering change process and first mapped the high level process and then
"drilled down" in several places. Several improvement teams were given one week to first
understand and map their piece of the Value Stream, make Lean improvements, and then create
an implementation strategy. Internal Lean consultants and Lean advisors aided with the Lean
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theory and improvements. Each Value Stream was mapped in a future state, and outbriefed to
management.
The site uses process flow maps in their VSA/M efforts, which focus on the analysis of flow and
value within their PD process. Because of this focus, the tool aided in determining what to do
much more than how to do things. The maps include tasks that are determined to be Value
Added, Non-Value Added, or Non-Value Added But Necessary. Also, the maps do not normally
include metrics attached for each individual task, but do so for the larger processes. This entry is
titled "Flow 2" on the plot of analytic maturity.
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Intermediate. Significant emphasis was placed on Lean theory as
fundamental to the process improvements as well as the communication between management
and the working groups. More preparatory Lean training could have helped the team members
better understand and execute their improvement efforts.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Intermediate. No explicit definition of value was established for
which to determine the value of each activity in the process. There existed a clear initiative and
motivation for actual implementation of changes, and the leadership team took their involvement
very seriously. The improvement teams had a wide range of participants, from academia,
supplier, customer, process owners, and leadership interests.
Noteworthy Practices: This site took very seriously the involvement of leadership in the
improvement process, and has tied compensation to participation.
Lowe H figher
Background: This group was chartered within the overall company to 1) look for new
technological opportunities, and 2) to support military contracts. The rest of the company often
looks to this group for the cutting-edge application of product and process analysis.
VSAIM Practices: This group relies heavily on a new initiative to integrate more data into their
process analysis. This project is still in the experimental phase, and not yet fully implemented.
Much of the process planning is still driven by deliverables required by the military customer,
and based on a master plan (including tasks) and master schedule (including resources). The
new process initiative attempts to provide a standard process for Product Development, from
which different aspects can be compressed or expanded depending on the type of program. A
process flow tool is used in the mapping of the standard and tailored processes. Much of the
analysis relies on experience to know which aspects to cut out of the standard process for a
certain product. This analysis has been applied to a few pilot programs, where benefits have
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been seen in each, however, much is still being learned about its implementation. Some
significant cultural barriers have presented themselves in the area of process adoption and
acceptance.
The initiative uses also DSM as a flow analysis tool, but does not yet continue that analysis to
the focus of optimizing their processes. The tool is used mainly to depict the connection of tasks
within a larger process and identify/reduce feedback loops. The DSM models include several
process attributes: input, output, interaction with other processes, completion criteria, metrics
criteria, communication between, navigation between, and others. For each step in the process
flow map, one of these DSMs is generated to describe its interaction with the surrounding
process steps. An electronic integration environment then allows for information from several
databases to be accessed from the VSM tool, to include things like work instructions, resource
allocation, and schedules. This combination of tools falls under the title "Flow/DSM
combination" on the plot of analytic maturity.
Critique of Practices (Scale: Introductory-Intermediate-Advanced)
Fidelity to Lean Principles: Intermediate. Many of the improvement efforts were done in tandem
with the development of Lean ideas. Some of the ideas are common, like cutting cost and
schedule, but PD improvement efforts do not necessarily originate from Lean principles. More
Lean principles are being directly incorporated into PD, but this is currently done in a piecemeal
fashion.
Level of VSA/M Maturity: Intermediate. Company wide, VSA/M is either not utilized or not
standardized. Much of their analysis is done in an ad-hoc manner. DSM and process flow
analysis showed that many of their processes were not well understood and/or did not flow. The
new data/process initiative allows them to gain insight into their processes, but they have not yet
determined how to effectively optimize them. The site has begun work on standardizing the PD
processes they use, however, it is still in the preliminary stages, and they are not sure yet how to
make it robust and widespread.
Noteworthy Practices: This site exhibited the highest level of process analysis sophistication.
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Appendix E: Data Collection Form
Adapted from Measuring Value in Product Development by J. Chase, 2001 [32].
This page left intentionally blank.
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Value Stream Analysis and Mapping Data Collection Sheet
Gene ral Resources
Activity Name Elapsed Time (days)
Location In-process Time (hrs)
Pers./Org. Performing Core Task Work Time (hrs)
Completion Criteria Activity Based Cost
Success Criteria Special Resources Req.
Other: Chance of Rework/Time % (hrs)
Input #1 Input #2 Input #3
Name Name Name
Sender Sender Sender
Transfer Transfer Transfer
Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Quality 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/Ait 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Utility 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Format 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
put #1 O Otput #2 Output #3
Name Name Name
Receiver Receiver Receiver
Transfer Transfer Transfer
Purpose_ Purpose ........_... Purpose
Critical Drivers
(metrics/attributes)
Context (interaction
with other VS)
Value
Non-Value-Added Enabling Value-Added
1---------2---------3---------4---------5
Functional Perform. 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Enabling Activities 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Defn. of Processes 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Cost/Schedule Savings 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Reduction of Risk 1 2 3 4 5 N/A Other: 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Form of Output 1 2 345 N/A Other: 12 3 45 N/A
______________Waste Sources
Waste of Resources
Waste of Time
Waste of Quality
Waste of Opportunity
Information Waste
Other:
Comments/Suggestions
(improvement ideas,
problems, stress points)
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Data Collection Sheet Legend
Elapsed Time: days from authorization to proceed, to
the completion of the activity
In-process Time: hours of active work, as measured, for
example, by time charged
Core Task Work Time: time when core task is being
worked, excluding setup, data retrieval, etc.)
Special Resources Required: any personnel, tools, or
information that may distinguish the activity or provide
constraint
Chance of Rework/Time: percent chance of rework
being required for (or because of) the activity, and the
time associated with that rework
Input Criteria
Quality Formatting
5 - Significantly more information than needed 5 - Ideal formatting for immediate use
4 - More information than needed 4 - Fairly good formatting
3 - Quality is just right 3 - Acceptable formatting
2 - Information is missing 2 - Some reformatting necessary
1 - Information is inaccurate and/or untrustworthy I - Reformatting necessary
Utility Transfer: the method of transfer by which the input
5 - Direct and critical contribution arrives to the activity
4 - Important contribution Output Purpose: the product that the output is
3 - Beneficial contribution contributing to, or the goal of the activity
2 - Indirect contribution
I - No contribution
Critical Drivers: metrics that reveal the distinguishing nature and critical drivers of the process
Context: interaction with other Value Streams (such as manufacturing and R&D), and any authority/review issues
Value Criteria
Functional Performance (FP) Form of Output
Functional performance of the end product to be The form of the output of this task (e.g. report,
delivered to the customer spreadsheet, build-to-package, etc.)
5 - Direct specification of major FP parameters 5 - Flows easily into program milestone
4 - Direct specification of FP parameters 4 - Flows into milestone with some changes
3 - Direct specification of minor FP parameters 3 - Flows easily into downstream task
2 - Indirect specification of FP parameters 2 - Flows into next task with some changes
1 - Possible specification of FP parameters 1 - Flows into next task with major changes
Definition of Processes Enabling Activities
Definition of processes necessary to deliver the end Enabling other activities to occur (e.g., the other activity
product to the customer is required for completion of program)
5 - Direct specification of major downstream processes 5 - Major checkpoint preventing further work
4 - Direct specification of downstream processes 4 - Moderate checkpoint in program
3 - Direct specification of minor downstream processes 3 - Task necessary for continued work
2 - Indirect specification of downstream processes 2 - Necessary, but not especially time-sensitive
I - Possible specification of downstream processes 1 - Necessary, but not time sensitive
Reduction of Risk Cost/Schedule Savings
Reduction of risks and uncertainties associated with Cost and/or schedule savings resulting from task
functional, process, or market areas execution (i.e., a core competency)
5 - Major risks greatly reduced or eliminated 5 - Recognized as a core competency
4 - Significant reduction of risks 4 - Major improvement over hist. predecessor
3 - Minor reduction of risks 3 - Improvement over historical predecessor
2 - Indirect reduction of risks 2 - Minor improvement over predecessor
1 - Possible reduction of risks 1 - Possible improvement over predecessor
Waste Sources
Waste of Resources: possible misuse or non-optimization of resources
Waste of Time: possible cause for delays, waiting, unplanned rework
Waste of Quality: possible cause for lack of quality, errors, defects
Waste of Opportunity: possible oversight of personnel, tool, or technology potential
Info Waste: overproduction, inventory, transportation, unnecessary movement, overprocessing, transfers, scatter
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